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COMPLEXITY’S SHADOW:
AMERICAN INDIAN PROPERTY, SOVEREIGNTY,
AND THE FUTURE

Jessica A. Shoemaker*

This Article offers a new perspective on the challenges of the modern American Indian land tenure system. While some property theorists have renewed focus on isolated aspects of Indian land tenure, including the historic inequities of colonial takings of Indian lands, this Article argues that the complexity of today’s federally imposed reservation property system does much of the same colonizing work that historic Indian land policies—from allotment to removal to termination—did overtly. But now, these inequities are largely overshadowed by the daunting complexity of the whole land tenure structure.

This Article introduces a new taxonomy of complexity in American Indian land tenure and explores in particular how the recent trend of hypercategorizing property and sovereignty interests into ever-more granular and interacting jurisdictional variables has exacerbated development and self-governance challenges in Indian country. This structural complexity serves no adequate purpose for Indian landowners or Indian nations and, instead, creates perverse incentives to grow the federal oversight role. Complexity begets complexity, and this has created a self-perpetuating and inefficient cycle of federal control. Stepping back and reviewing Indian land tenure in its entirety—as a whole complex, dynamic, and ultimately adaptable system—allows the introduction of new, and potentially fruitful, management techniques borrowed from social and ecological sciences. Top-down Indian land reforms have consistently intensified complexity’s costs. This Article explores how emphasizing grassroots experimentation and local flexibility instead can create critical space for more radical, reservation-by-reservation transformations of local property systems into the future.
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“[W]hat happens if we take the law of American Indian property as a central concern rather than as a peripheral one? What happens if it is the first thing we address, rather than the last?”

“[E]verything that we see is a shadow cast by that which we do not see.”

2. IV Martin Luther King, Jr., Questions that Easter Answers, in The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. 283, 286 (Clayborne Carson ed., 2007).
Everything we know about property and sovereignty applies differently in the unique legal spaces of American Indian reservations. Characteristically, real property jurisdiction is territorial—meaning the law of the place where the property is located governs. If an Iowan purchases real property in Colorado, there is no question that Colorado governs that real property ownership.3 This framework creates uniformity in matters from zoning to private real estate developments and simplifies property transactions and land use. But it is not so in Indian country.

Instead, in Indian country, different sovereigns define and regulate different properties within reservation territories.4 Property jurisdiction varies parcel by parcel depending on factors invisible to an outside observer, including the owner’s identity and the land’s legal tenure status.5 Within reservations, land is owned by both Indians and non-Indians and held in both “fee” and “trust” tenure statuses.6 Indian-owned fee lands are subject to tribal and some state law. Indian-owned trust lands are federally governed, with some tribal role. Non-Indians’ fee lands are subject to varying degrees of state and tribal control, depending on a list of still other factors.7 The result is a strange and hard-to-predict mix of tribal, state, and federal property jurisdictions swirled together within reservation spaces. A sovereign’s authority shifts tract by tract, and, in some cases, property right by property right within a single physical piece of land. Two tracts situated immediately adjacent to each other—or even two co-owners joined in shared ownership of the same physical resource—may be subject to entirely different rules set by different sovereigns and may have incongruent property rights.8

Within this jurisdictional maze, Indian landowners who hold real property in the special federal trust tenure status face additional challenges.9 The federal trusteeship over Indian lands is rigid and restrictive—it includes multiple levels of bureaucratic land-management control and a near-absolute restraint on alienation.10 The Secretary of the Interior must approve

---

3. James Y. Stern, Property, Exclusivity, and Jurisdiction, 100 Va. L. Rev. 111, 113 (2014) ("This principle, the so-called situs rule, continues to command nearly universal adherance . . . .").


5. See id. I use “property jurisdiction” here to mean both the sovereign authority to define property rights and relationships and the power to regulate or tax any uses and transactions involving the underlying resource.

6. Id.

7. See infra Section I.A.


9. The federal government will generally only hold land in this special trust status for the benefit of Indians or Indian nations. See Bailess v. Paukune, 344 U.S. 171, 173 (1952).

10. See Cohen’s Handbook, supra note 4, § 5.02[4], at 394–96. The foundations of this special Indian trust status are rooted in paternalism and now-abandoned assumptions about
nearly every land use or transaction involving Indian trust land. In addition, in large part because of the restrictiveness of this status, today many Indian trust properties suffer the practical realities of extreme co-ownership or fractionation, perpetuated by many generations of intestate distributions to multiple heirs and the lack of flexible inter vivos transfer options. As of 2012, the average fractionated tract of Indian trust property had thirty-one co-owners, but “many [parcels] exceed several hundred owners.” From 1992 to 2010, a period of time in which Congress actively sought to reduce or eliminate this fractionation problem, the severity roughly doubled, and the average rate of fractionation continued to increase. For context, consider one sample forty-acre trust parcel that had 439 co-owners in 1987. By 2004, that same parcel had 505 co-owners; the common denominator used to compute fractional ownership interest sizes had increased from approximately 3.4 trillion to more than 220 trillion; and the value of the smallest owner’s share had dropped to $0.00001824.

The overarching complexity of the entire Indian land tenure system creates devastating outcomes in American Indian communities. On one hand, the challenge is a straightforward information-cost problem. Property law, in general, benefits from greater simplicity by allowing owners to know what they own and efficiently negotiate around those clear property entitlements. The complexity of the entire Indian land tenure system helps explain the fact that, although Indian people own more than fifty-six million

the incompetence of Indian people. See, e.g., Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. 1, 17 (1831) (describing tribes’ relationship to the United States as like “that of a ward to his guardian”); Johnson v. M’Intosh, 21 U.S. 543 (1823) (claiming superior federal title upon discovery of the continent based on an asserted inferiority of indigenous inhabitants). The reason this trust status persists—despite the current federal policy of recognizing tribal sovereignty and self-determination—are complex and explored throughout this Article. See, e.g., infra Sections IV.B.1, IV.B.2, IV.B.3.

11. See infra Section I.C.


15. See Jacob W. Russ & Thomas Stratmann, Creeping Normalcy: Fractionation of Indian Land Ownership 3 (CESifo, Working Paper No. 4607, 2014), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2398273 [https://perma.cc/F7JR-QFGL]. Congress is currently undertaking a more aggressive buy-back program to consolidate and transfer some of these small interests in tribal ownership. This is discussed in more detail infra Section II.B.2.


17. E.g., Steven J. Eagle, Private Property, Development and Freedom: On Taking Our Own Advice, 59 SMU L. Rev. 345, 352 (2006) (“Individuals working to grow their assets must be supported by clear laws defining their property rights.”); Thomas W. Merrill & Henry E. Smith, Optimal Standardization in the Law of Property: The Numerus Clausus Principle, 110
acres of trust land (not to mention other lands in fee status), they still regularly rank at or near the bottom of nearly every economic and social welfare indicator, including poverty, homelessness, life expectancy, and unemployment. It is estimated that more than half of Indians’ jointly owned trust lands are currently idle or generating no income, and other economic analyses repeatedly demonstrate that reservation land is categorically less productive than similarly situated off-reservation land. In many cases, it is simply too expensive to transact at all—much less, profitably—within this unpredictable and cumbersome legal landscape.

But the complexity challenge is about more than just information costs. The particular way this system is constructed turns land tenure on its head: property decisions made by individual landowners dictate (often inadvertently) which sovereign controls where and over which subject areas. The framework for allocating property jurisdiction among reservation sovereigns is both rigidly formalistic and rife with on-the-ground uncertainty. Tribal, state, and federal jurisdiction swirl together in complex and often unpredictable ways, and where they apply, federal rules for trust properties tend to be blunt, deeply bureaucratic, and insensitive to the tremendous diversity among tribal territories and on-the-ground circumstances.

But see Joseph William Singer, The Rule of Reason in Property Law, 46 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1369, 1371–73 (2013) (collecting sources and also critiquing the baseline assumption that property law must be rigid and fixed).


21. See infra Section IV.A.2.


23. See infra Section I.A.

24. See Gover, supra note 22, at 320 (arguing for more individualized, tribe-specific trust property reforms, given “the diverse conditions and capabilities of the Tribes”); Elizabeth Ann Kronk Warner, Tribal Renewable Energy Development Under the HEARTH Act: An Independently Rational, but Collectively Deficient, Option, 55 Ariz. L. Rev. 1031, 1039 & n.40, 1040 (2013) (emphasizing the undesirable results of one-sided federal regulation, because of the “broad diversity of thought and experience related to [each tribe’s] relationship with land and the environment”).
system of pervasive federal control and piecemeal tribal and state jurisdiction tragically limits opportunities for meaningful grassroots experimentation and norm-setting around resource use and stewardship. Meanwhile, more nuanced reform proposals are limited by the complexity of the whole system, which obscures deeper understandings and makes the actual consequences of individual reform proposals hard to predict.

Even property law scholarship, if it addresses Indian land tenure at all, often misses the full picture of the modern Indian land tenure challenge. For example, scholars frequently talk about one issue in isolation—most often fractionation, or sometimes the restrictiveness of the federal trust status.\(^\text{25}\) Other scholarship is focused on historic inequities in the colonial takings of Indian lands and that history’s impact on the modern race-based inequities in property distribution in the United States.\(^\text{26}\) The complexity of the system’s dynamics, however—including the unique property and sovereignty dynamics in particular—compels more holistic attention and, ultimately, reform.

More than a hundred years ago, a group of non-Indian advocates calling themselves the “Friends of the Indians” set this system in motion by championing major property law reform within American Indians’ reserved territories based on a fundamental belief in the transformative power of private property.\(^\text{27}\) Western forms of private ownership of reservation land, they believed, would achieve their (so-conceived) humanitarian goal of assimilating Indian people and eliminating America’s “Indian Problem.”\(^\text{28}\) The resulting federal allotment policy wiped clean existing indigenous property institutions within Indian nations’ reserved territories and replaced all of these separately evolving land tenure systems with a single, top-down federal trust


\(^\text{26}\). This is not to say that these issues are unimportant. Ezra Rosser, for example, has argued forcefully that property theory should focus on the “centrality of race and poverty in American property,” and particularly on the “history of race-related acquisition and distribution of property,” to address ongoing institutionalized ratifications of historic wrongs. Ezra Rosser, The Ambition and Transformative Potential of Progressive Property, 101 Calif. L. Rev. 107, 109 (2013); see also Timothy M. Mulvaney, Progressive Property Moving Forward, 5 Calif. L. Rev. Cir. 349 (2014) (accepting Rosser’s baseline assertion).


\(^\text{28}\). See 5 Proceedings of the Lake Mohonk Conference 1, 9 (1887) [hereinafter Lake Mohonk Proceedings]; Bobroff, supra note 27, at 1561.
property regime. Individual Indians received 40 to 160 acres allotments to be held, at least initially, in a restrictive (and ostensibly protective) federal trust status, and the reservation lands not so allotted were often opened to non-Indian settlement. In the end, Indian communities lost close to 90 of their 138 million acres to these new non-Indian settlers, and, perhaps more devastatingly, the Indian land that remained became locked in a top-down system of federal land management and control. On the Indian lands that remained, this restrictive trust status has been expanded and made permanent.

At the time of allotment, the policy’s sponsor, Senator Henry Dawes, famously assured his colleagues that these Indian land reforms would operate as “a self-acting machine.” If the system were merely permitted to “run it on the track,” he promised, it would “work itself all out, and all these difficulties . . . will pass away like snow in the spring time, and we will never know when they go: we will only know they are gone.” President Theodore Roosevelt at the time also described land tenure, and the allotment policy, as a dynamic machine, though his terms were less gentle. According to Roosevelt, the General Allotment Act would be “a mighty pulverizing engine to break up the tribal mass.”

Modern land tenure does have the air of a “self-acting machine,” or even a “mighty pulverizing engine,” but not so clearly for the purposes Dawes or Roosevelt perceived. Allotment devastated tribal governance structures and created massive poverty, not prosperity. It achieved its goal of breaking up tribal property traditions and reduced the functionality of tribal property systems. It also vested Indian landowners with individual property

---


30. Bobroff, supra note 27, at 1564.

31. JANET A. MCDONNELL, THE DISPOSSESSION OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN, 1887–1934, at 120–21 (1991). Lands were lost both through the sale of “surplus” lands to non-Indians and to strategic non-Indian purchases as soon as individual Indian allottees were deemed “competent” and allowed to sell freely in fee status. Id.


34. Id.; see also Shoemaker, Like Snow, supra note 12, at 729, 739 (taking its title from this reference).


rights entitlements, which cannot be easily undone, and introduced non-Indian landowners to reservation territories. These non-Indians took this reservation land in a traditional fee simple title and, lacking enfranchisement in tribal governments, brought piecemeal state jurisdiction with them.

Despite all this, however, many indigenous communities in the United States maintain fundamentally important and diverse relationships with specific physical places. These connections, many have argued, are critical and foundational to Indian identity, culture, and even survival. For this reason especially, a more coherent system of property governance in Indian country that allows tribal governments and Indian citizens to fully reflect their social, cultural, and economic values—their fundamental land ethic—through cohesive, locally defined property structures and concepts of ownership is crucial. Despite a national policy in favor of tribal self-determination for more than forty years, the persistent challenge of this complex reservation property system has remained one of the hardest problems to solve.

This Article explores how a more holistic understanding of modern Indian land tenure rules can finally work to create space for meaningful change. Indian land tenure is a uniquely complex legal system. Thinking about it in its entirety as a complex system reveals important new insights, which this Article analyzes in five parts. Part I introduces a taxonomy of complexity in Indian land tenure. It builds on a growing literature exploring

37. See infra note 193 and accompanying text; see also Gover, supra note 22, at 367 (emphasizing the force of many individual Indians’ claims to their property rights as trust allotment owners).

38. See Matthew L.M. Fletcher, A Unifying Theory of Tribal Civil Jurisdiction, 46 Ariz. St. L.J. 779, 787 (2014) (explaining that changes in reservation land ownership patterns, especially the surplus land sales to non-Indians who were not members of the tribe, “generated a complicated ‘checkerboard’ pattern of federal, state, and tribal jurisdiction that plagues much of Indian country even today”).


40. See generally Walter R. Echo-Hawk, Jr., Under Native American Skies, George Wright F., no. 3, 2009, at 58, 58–59 (emphasizing the importance of Indian nations demonstrating a clear land ethic as a “key ingredient to social change,” not just for Indian nations themselves, but also for a post-colonial United States to mature into a more just and sustainable nation).

41. See Gover, supra note 22, at 319 (identifying federal trust land management as one of the last major areas of federal Indian policy that has not been radically reformed to meet the goal of tribal self-determination). Ironically, the very fact that tribes care so much about these specific spaces may be one of the central reasons this problematic land tenure system has persisted. Current jurisdictional frameworks often require Indian property ownership as a prerequisite for tribal governance, and the federal trust status’s primary advantages, if any, are restraints on alienation (i.e., preventing land loss) and a clear rule excluding most state jurisdiction over that property. See discussion infra Sections II.A, IV.B. Tribes may accept the cost of pervasive federal oversight in order to preserve not only resource claims, but also some form of land-based sovereignty in particular physical spaces of special significance.
general legal complexity to analyze critical connections within the Indian land tenure system. Part II explores the consequences of this complexity, framing the focus around the interrelated costs of landowner withdrawal, bureaucratic proliferation, and counterproductive or incomplete legislative reforms. Using the particular example of fractionation, this Part suggests a new understanding about the unique cyclical and self-perpetuating nature of complexity effects in this context. It also explores how the system’s complexity has created a shadowing effect, which has made it difficult to examine the entire system more clearly, and, therefore, allowed irrationalities to persist.

Part III digs deeper into the system and identifies how even recent reforms purportedly aimed at increasing landowner and tribal autonomy have actually created greater and more problematic complexity by continuing a troubling pattern of top-down prescriptions and micro-categorizations of tiny, interacting property and sovereignty variables. Next, Part IV questions the normative purposes of the entire system. It engages various threads of property theory and Indian-specific land tenure rationales looking for justifications for this particular structure, but concludes that many aspects of the Indian land tenure system are irrational and unnecessarily burdensome. This Part reveals again that the system’s complexity seems to perpetuate further complexity, often at the cost of achieving other, more desirable functions of a land tenure system.

Finally, Part V returns to the literature on complexity to sketch out some preliminary thoughts on a new management approach based on the science of adaptation and resilience within complex natural and social systems. The focus is not on additional top-down property reforms, but, rather, on creating the environment for meaningful local flexibility, with room for experimentation and ongoing adaptation at the reservation property level. Efforts to develop tribal capacity and to support future tribal sovereign choices can, over time, create sustainable property regimes within individual reservations. This ultimate reservation-by-reservation property pluralism will paradoxically simplify Indian land tenure and reconcile individual entitlements and community land-use choices with local norms. More importantly, this iterative, bottom-up growth approach creates a framework for building a resilient, sustainable, and ultimately transformational articulation of tribal land values in reservation spaces.

I. A Taxonomy of Complexity in Indian Land Tenure

Of course, Indian law is complex. Members of the Supreme Court have described federal Indian law as “anomalous,” “complex,” or, even worse, “schizophrenic.”42 Professor Philip Frickey described the Supreme Court’s

tribal jurisdiction cases as a “jurisprudential land of ultimate incoherence,” and Professor Matthew Fletcher has noted that decisions limiting tribal autonomy most often describe the field as “complex” or “confusing.” Professor Allan Erbsen called the entire discipline “a convoluted mess.” Other analysts approaching Indian law through lenses ranging from energy development to criminal justice to trust fund management have also decried the subject’s overall complexity. But what does this really mean, especially in the specific scheme of Indian land tenure?

Scientific, legal, and economic literatures have focused increasing attention on complexity science as a subject for stand-alone study. This emerging work has framed thinking in the legal literature around topics as varied as climate change, tax policy, and the structures for legal


44. Matthew L.M. Fletcher, Commentary on “Confusion” and “Complexity” in Indian Law, Turtle Talk (May 2, 2011), https://turtletalk.wordpress.com/2011/05/02/commentary-on-confusion-and-complexity-in-indian-law/ [https://perma.cc/P5UV-8UMC]. This blog post from Professor Fletcher also collects many useful references to complexity in federal Indian law, including many cited here.


49. E.g., Steven A. Dean, Attractive Complexity: Tax Deregulation, the Check-the-Box Election, and the Future of Tax Simplification, 34 HOFSTRA L. REV. 405 (2005); Deborah L. Paul,
decisionmaking. Different definitional rubrics have emerged. Social scientists often use complexity in a system-oriented sense to refer to dynamic environments where multiple, interlocking variables create unpredictable outcomes. Other definitions focus on “the volume of information that must be processed to draw a given conclusion” or “the number and difficulty of distinctions the rules make.” In some sense, these frames reflect two different approaches to complexity: complexity as a fluid system of interrelated, non-linear variables with hard-to-predict results, and, more pragmatically, as analogous to complicated. American Indian land tenure epitomizes complexity in both senses. Its internal dynamics include multiple decisionmakers across multiple scales influenced by a range of internal and external forces that are hard to define, recognize, and control. The volume and difficulty of its legal rules and decisionmaking processes are also staggering, and jurisdiction and development outcomes remain uncertain from one property parcel or legal issue to the next. The purpose here is not to resolve ongoing debates about the precise meaning of legal complexity or how complexity theory might relate to legal scholarship generally. My purpose is purely to develop a more comprehensive understanding of Indian land tenure’s dynamics.


55. Compare Page, supra note 52, at 117–18, 144 (distinguishing difficulty and complexity), with Ruhl & Katz, supra note 47, at 201–02 (discussing differences between focus on “complicatedness” and system behavior).

56. As Ann Althouse has eloquently observed, “[f]inding a scheme of coherence, a framework, really is the process of understanding. To merely observe that the field is chaotic, arcane, or incoherent is to decline the work of understanding.” Ann Althouse, Late Night Confessions in the Hart and Wechsler Hotel, 47 Vand. L. Rev. 993, 1001 (1994). The goal here is to more fully understand the modern system of Indian land tenure so that we can better evaluate and respond to its unique challenges.

I also make no claims about the relative complexity of Indian land tenure as compared to other complex challenges. Indeed, some other “massive problems”—like climate change, for example—may be even more messy and hard to address. Cf. J.B. Ruhl & James Salzman, Climate Change, Dead Zones, and Massive Problems in the Administrative State: A Guide for Whittling Away, 98 Calif. L. Rev. 59 (2010). Nonetheless, thinking about both the mythology
For this particular task, Professor Peter Schuck’s four dimensions of legal complexity are helpful guideposts. Schuck discusses legal complexity in terms of institutional differentiation, technicality, density, and indeterminacy. In Schuck’s framework, these four qualities are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but combine together to create a composite measure of legal complexity. A system is institutionally differentiated if there are multiple decision structures with different sources of authority, as in the case of product safety, where statutes, regulations, common law tort principles, and private technical organizations are all at play. Technicality and density refer mostly to the rules themselves. The Internal Revenue Code, for example, is technical because it requires sophisticated expertise to decipher. Similarly, pension administration is dense because the relevant rules are numerous and attempt to cover a wide range of conduct. Indeterminacy refers to legal regimes with difficult-to-predict outcomes, such as the multi-factored and relatively fluid “reasonableness” standard in torts, or the almost-inverse scenario, where a web of highly rigid rules overlap in difficult-to-decipher (and therefore uncertain) ways. All of these systems, so construed, are complex. The task is not to characterize a legal field as either absolutely simple or absolutely complex, but, rather, to situate it on a continuum of more to less complex. These four dimensions provide a qualitative structure for assessing the complexity of the system as a whole.

Indian land tenure incorporates all four qualities of legal complexity, and the remainder of this section uses this four-part frame to begin a more complete analysis of how this system operates.

A. Institutional Differentiation: Checkerboards and Worse

Complex legal systems are the product of multiple decisions made by multiple authorities across multiple scales. In any legal regime, differentiated...
statutory, regulatory, and adjudicatory authorities and overlapping private and public ordering at multiple governance levels can create complex challenges. It is difficult to direct outcomes—or to identify a problem and solve it—if the system is actually an aggregate of multiple interlocking, but independent (or at least nonlinear and uncoordinated), variables. In Indian land tenure, these challenges are particularly acute. Not two but three separate sovereigns—tribal, state, and federal—converge in reservation spaces, and they create three related, but fundamentally distinct, interlocking legal systems in which a multitude of individual landowners unpredictably operate.63

Today, there is no such thing as a single “reservation property” form—rather, there are three jurisdictionally discrete land tenure statuses: individual Indian trust, tribal trust, and fee properties.64 Each tenure status incorporates a different set of rights and responsibilities for owners, and these rules are set by a mix of federal, state, and tribal jurisdictions.65

Trust property can only be owned by Indians. 66 ‘Trust properties are governed largely by the federal government, with some tribal role. 67 There are often different rules depending on whether the land is in “tribal trust” or “individual trust.” 68 Importantly, Indian trust land passes out of trust and


64. See COHEN’S HANDBOOK, supra note 4, § 15.03, at 995–99, § 15.04[5], at 1015, § 16.03, at 1070–71.

65. For more detail on these jurisdictional allocations, also see Shoemaker, EMULSIFIED PROPERTY, supra note 8.

66. Bailess v. Paukune, 344 U.S. 171, 173 (1952); COHEN’S HANDBOOK, supra note 4, § 15.03, at 995–99. Recently, however, Congress did add a new limited category of “eligible heirs” who can hold some rights in trust without being technically Indian. See infra Section III.B.

67. For example, most transactions involving trust lands require compliance with federal procedures and secretarial approval before being executed. See generally 25 C.F.R. §§ 150–227 (2016) (containing extensive regulations on “Lands and Water” and “Energy and Minerals”). In specific cases, however, the federal government may refer to tribal law in making those determinations or carve out boxes for areas of more tribal control. See, e.g., infra note 129 and accompanying text. For instance, the federal government might have authority to decide whether and how a particular lease will be approved on trust property, but the governing tribe might impose a building code that controls what types of structures can be built on that property by the lessee. See Residential, Business, and Wind and Solar Resource Leases on Indian Land, 77 Fed. Reg. 72,4400, 72,446–48 (Dec. 5, 2012) (codified at 25 C.F.R. pt. 162) (articulating the Department of the Interior’s policy of deference to tribal law in leasing and recognizing that “tribes, as sovereigns, have inherent authority to regulate zoning and land use on Indian trust and restricted land”); see also 25 C.F.R. § 162.016 (2016) (“Unless contrary to Federal law, BIA will comply with tribal laws in making decisions regarding leases, including tribal laws regulating activities on leased land under tribal jurisdiction, including, but not limited to, tribal laws relating to land use, environmental protection, and historic or cultural preservation.”).

into fee status whenever it passes to a non-Indian owner.69 There are limits on when land can pass to non-Indians in this way,70 but when it does, the trust-to-fee conversion is automatic.71

Fee status property within the reservation is, as a general matter, categorically outside of the bureaucratic federal land-management system for trust properties. This has advantages for landowner autonomy and flexibility, but fee properties are also subject to state property taxation, while trust properties are not. Fee properties are also subject to a more unpredictable mix of state and tribal jurisdictions.72 Fee properties within reservation boundaries can be owned by either Indians or non-Indians. Indian-owned fee properties are typically governed by the tribe, but are also often subject to state taxation and an uncertain mix of other state and local controls, depending on the exact identity of the owner73 and where the property is located (including the character of the surrounding reservation area).74 Non-Indians cannot own reservation land in trust status but do own fee lands within reservations.75 These non-Indian fee landowners are not citizens of tribal governments, which has complicated tribal assertions of jurisdiction

69. See, e.g., 25 C.F.R. § 152.6 (providing for automatic fee patent issuance to non-Indian owners of formerly trust properties). But see supra note 66 (noting one limited exception to this rule for narrowly defined “eligible heirs”).

70. See, e.g., infra notes 101, 248 and accompanying text.

71. See Bailes, 344 U.S. at 173 (holding that a devise of trust interest to a non-Indian results in an automatic transfer to unrestricted fee title status); Estate of Dana A. Knight, 88 Interior Dec. 987, 988–90 (IBIA 1981) (confirming that “allotted Indian lands take on a different status when they are held by a non-Indian” and that the Department of the Interior’s trust responsibilities terminate upon the transfer to a non-Indian, even if the Secretary of the Interior has not yet completed the “ministerial act” of issuing a fee patent (quoting Bailes, 344 U.S. at 173)).

72. Indian interests sometimes worry that losing trust status in this way makes Indian ownership of land insecure, as it can be alienated or foreclosed, and it also creates potential for other state jurisdiction in Indian country, as discussed below. See also infra Section IV.B.

73. For example, states may have stronger claims to assert jurisdiction over Indian individuals who are not citizens of the governing tribe, but who are instead enrolled in another, geographically distant tribal government. E.g., Washington v. Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation, 447 U.S. 134, 160–61 (1980) (holding that the state could not tax tribal member cigarette purchases from a tribal smoke shop on tribal lands, but allowing a state tax for the same cigarette purchases of Indians who were not enrolled in the governing tribe).


75. E.g., Estate of Eugene R. Trust, 11 IBIA 203, 206–208 (May 27, 1983) (articulating the general rule that the Department of the Interior “has no authority to hold land in Indian trust status for non-Indians” and suggesting that debt and other issues remaining after fee title has been transferred “are properly the subject of state court adjudication”).
over them. Therefore, non-Indian fee lands may be subject to state or local authorities, and, only to a lesser degree, tribal control.\textsuperscript{76}

A central challenge of Indian law is that non-Indian reservation landowners are not politically enfranchised in tribal governments. Tribal governments possess their own inherent sovereignty that predates contact with European settlers,\textsuperscript{77} but, today, they are subject to a federal plenary sovereignty.\textsuperscript{78} Originally, government-to-government treaties between Indian nations and the new U.S. government promised federal protection for indigenous nations’ exclusive rights to use, control, and govern all lands within their reserved territories.\textsuperscript{79} The federal allotment policy’s pursuit of individual Indians’ assimilation through private landownership, however, also transferred significant Indian lands to non-Indians in fee status. The original purpose of introducing non-Indian fee lands in this way was to facilitate the termination of tribes as tribes, and, today—as a matter of federal law—individuals who are not biologically “Indian” (and, therefore, do not inherit the attendant political rights) generally cannot be recognized as citizens of the tribal government.\textsuperscript{80}

Modern concern about tribal authority over non-Indians, even when they elect to enter tribal territories, is rooted in this democratic-deficit problem.\textsuperscript{81} The Supreme Court has expressed significant skepticism about subjecting non-Indians to tribal laws that are foreign to them.\textsuperscript{82} The Court has also emphasized that Indian nations are “outside the basic structure of the

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{76. See generally Shoemaker, \textit{Emulsified Property}, supra note 8, at 964–66 (explaining the complicated nature of the definition and regulation of fee property in reservations).}
\footnote{78. \textit{Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock}, 187 U.S. 553, 565–68 (1903).}
\footnote{79. See, e.g., \textit{Worcester v. Georgia}, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515, 557 (1832) (describing the treaty view of Indian nations “as distinct political communities, having territorial boundaries, within which their authority is exclusive, and having a right to all the lands within those boundaries, which is not only acknowledged, but guarantied [sic] by the United States”); \textit{Judith V. Royster, Revisiting Montana: Indian Treaty Rights and Tribal Authority over Nonmembers on Trust Lands}, 57 \textit{Ariz. L. Rev.} 889, 918–19 (2015) (analyzing typical Indian treaty rights to use and occupation of reservation territories).}
\footnote{81. Fletcher, supra note 38, at 823.}
Constitution.”83 Tribal law may, and often does, treat non-Indians fairly,84 but there is no federal cause of action or waiver of tribal sovereign immunity that guarantees non-Indians rights comparable to the constitutional ones protected by a U.S. court.85

The resulting owner-based (rather than territory-based) system of property sovereignty makes land tenure more complex in Indian country.86 Trust and fee land owners are often subject to different jurisdictions and have vastly different property rights depending on their tenure status, even if their lands are immediately adjacent within one reservation.

This system turns the typical relationship between property and sovereignty on its head. Generally, sovereignty encompasses dominion over territory, and part of a sovereign’s right and responsibility is to define, and then protect, the institution of private property ownership for all persons and land within that territorial domain.87 In Indian country, who governs where often turns not on the territorial location of the property, but, rather, on the identity of the owners, creating a property-by-property (or interest-by-interest) jurisdictional mix-and-match that is disjointed, difficult, and costly to operate.88 Individual landowner decisions—whether to transfer to an Indian or a non-Indian, for example, or whether to hold in fee or in trust—change jurisdictional dynamics at the individual parcel level. In addition, whole neighborhood demographics and characteristics—whether an area is predominantly Indian or not—can also shape wider regulatory authority issues, such as which sovereign asserts zoning authority where.89

Moreover, the jurisdictional differentiation is even more complicated than this construct of a property-by-property jurisdictional checkerboard.

83. Plains Commerce Bank v. Long Family Land & Cattle Co., 554 U.S. 316, 337 (2008) (quoting United States v. Lara, 541 U.S. 193, 212 (2004) (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment)). The Court also stated that, because “nonmembers have no part in tribal government[,] . . . those [tribal] laws and regulations may be fairly imposed on nonmembers only if the nonmember has consented, either expressly or by his actions.” Id.

84. See also Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301–03 (2012) (mandating that tribal governments protect a list of individual rights, including most of the rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights).


86. For a helpful general summary of the difference between territorial and consent-based sovereignty, see Fletcher, supra note 38.


88. See, e.g., supra notes 73–76 and accompanying text.

89. E.g., Brendale v. Confederated Tribes and Bands of Yakima Indian Nation, 492 U.S. 408, 428–33 (1989) (opinion of White, J.) (authorizing tribal zoning over an area with strong Indian character regardless of the individual parcel’s tenure status, but allowing a state to zone all properties, including Indian trust properties, within a mostly open or non-Indian area of reservation).
suggests. Co-ownership, or fractionation, is pervasive on Indian trust lands. Many of these fractionated trust lands have “tens or hundreds of different owners, all with varying levels of interests.” Co-owners each possess small, but undivided, shares of the whole parcel. Today, many of these jointly owned tracts are actually in a mixed tenure or “emulsified” state, with some of the undivided interests held in fee, and other undivided interests in the same property in individual and tribal trust statuses. These mixed-tenure, emulsified properties exacerbate jurisdictional issues immensely as governance is differentiated in even more finely grained and difficult-to-distinguish ways. These undivided-property co-owners often have completely incongruent property rights to the same resource. In terms of overall complexity, in many scenarios jurisdiction is not only differentiated parcel by parcel, but co-owner by co-owner (or subject matter by subject matter, or right by right) within single tracts.

B. Technicality: Indian Law’s Idiosyncrasies

Technicality is “a function of the fineness of the distinctions a rule makes, the specialized terminology it employs, and the refined substantive judgments it requires.” In this sense, technicality is relative to the audience expected to interpret and implement the rule. In Indian land tenure, landowners, their advocates, and the government itself bear the cost of a highly technical legal framework. Indian law is always postured as the exception to “regular” rules. It incorporates a long and vast, specialized legal history
that is not easily accessible to a spontaneous observer. In land tenure specifically, many property law terms have unique meanings that depart from conventional understandings, which further complicates engagement by both landowners and legal advocates.

To start, many law students complete an entire juris doctor degree with little or no mention of the tribal sovereign or federal Indian law. Even the most basic operative terms in Indian law—defining Indian versus non-Indian, understanding the difference between trust tenure status and fee status—are loaded with histories and multifaceted meanings that are not readily accessible. For example, the definition of "Indian" varies according to the subject area, law, and purpose for which it is being deployed. Indian status is defined with reference to both federal and tribal law, and it incorporates a range of nuanced, individual-specific factors.99 On top of this are a series of other critical, but highly specialized relevant legal questions, including whether and how Public Law 280 affects state and federal jurisdiction in some, but not all, Indian reservations;100 how the Indian Reorganization Act may or may not uniquely affect alienation of some lands within a given tribe’s territory;101 and the relevance of a tribe’s particular treaty history.102 There is also the challenge of simply being able to decipher what an Indian landowner owns, which requires translation of a federal inventory of an individual’s trust assets—a cryptic, mostly numerical record of ownership.103 A non-specialist is unlikely to know enough to begin to ask these questions, and even a specialist will find these distinctions and judgments difficult to make.

In addition, Indian land tenure introduces a whole series of unique property law twists that apply only in this field. As just one example, Congress relatively recently passed the highly technical American Indian Probate 


102. See Royster, supra note 79.

Reform Act of 2004 (AIPRA).\textsuperscript{104} AIPRA governs disposition of Indian trust property upon an Indian landowner’s death, whether through intestate succession or testate devise.\textsuperscript{105} But the rules are difficult to understand and apply. For example, a special primogeniture, or “single heir,” rule applies to prevent intestate distribution to multiple heirs, but only when the fractional co-ownership interest to be distributed amounts to less than 5 percent of the total ownership in the tract.\textsuperscript{106} In addition, intestacy distribution is limited to those who satisfy a detailed rubric of who qualifies as an “eligible heir” and who does not.\textsuperscript{107} Eligible heirs have to be Indian (also specially defined for the purposes of this statute),\textsuperscript{108} “lineal descendents [sic] within 2 degrees of consanguinity of an Indian[,]” or a co-owner of a trust interest in the same property.\textsuperscript{109} AIPRA also uniquely creates a presumption that certain language in a will creates a joint tenancy with a right of survivorship,\textsuperscript{110} instead of the typical tenancy-in-common default that applies in other contexts. Other detailed rules exist—with multiple layers of processes for each—for things like tribal-purchase options and landowner-consolidation agreements at probate.\textsuperscript{111} Tribes are also authorized, subject to federal approval, to adopt their own tribal probate codes supplanting AIPRA’s provisions\textsuperscript{112}—requiring Indian probate practitioners to assess what, if anything, the tribal law provides, and to which interests it applies, including where an individual Indian’s estate may include trust assets located in different reservations.\textsuperscript{113}


\textsuperscript{105} American Indian Probate Reform Act § 3.


\textsuperscript{107} E.g., id. §§ 2206(a)(2)(A)–(B), (D)(iii); see also id. § 2201(9) (defining “eligible heirs”). There are also similar, but in some ways more complex, limits on who may receive an Indian trust asset through a testamentary devise. Cf. id. at §§ 2206(b)(1)–(3).

\textsuperscript{108} Id. §§ 2201(2)(A)–(C), (9)(A).

\textsuperscript{109} Id. §§ 2201(9)(B)–(C).

\textsuperscript{110} Id. § 2206(c)(1).

\textsuperscript{111} Lautt, supra note 104, at 118–20.

\textsuperscript{112} 25 U.S.C. § 2205.

\textsuperscript{113} See id. §§ 2206(a)(1), (b)(1)(A). Generally, tribal probate codes must be approved by the Secretary of the Interior, with such approval to be given only if the tribal probate code is consistent with the policies of the 2000 Amendments to the Indian Land Consolidation Act. Id. § 2205(b)(2)(C). This means, generally, that tribal probate codes must “prevent further fractionation of trust allotments[,]” “consolidate fractional interests . . . into usable parcels;” in a way that “enhances tribal sovereignty;” and otherwise reverse allotment’s negative effects on Indian tribes. Indian Land Consolidation Act Amendments of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-462, sec. 102, 114 Stat. 1991, 1992.
The partition rules under AIPRA provide another example. Outside of the Indian land tenure context, partition refers to the absolute right of every co-owner of real property to exit the co-ownership, either by forcing a physical division of the property or a partition sale with pro rata distribution of sale proceeds.\textsuperscript{114} AIPRA did authorize a new partition sale option—but here, partition means a totally unique process of executing a particular kind of forced sale only available on qualifying “highly fractionated Indian lands” after a detailed application process, consent from at least 50 percent of co-ownership interests in the land, and a mandatory appraisal review.\textsuperscript{115} The ultimate sale must take place at an auction with limits on who qualifies to bid, and with the caveat that the final price at auction must at least match a previously determined, formal appraised value.\textsuperscript{116} The process takes a master technician to accomplish.\textsuperscript{117}

C. Density: Reams and Reams of Regulation

As highlighted by the AIPRA discussion above, administrative regimes are, by definition, “almost inevitably more complex than legislation,” in large part because of the proliferation of numerous and encompassing regulations.\textsuperscript{118} Indian trust properties are regulated primarily by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and also, in some cases, by tribal administrative agencies, who can contract with the federal government to perform the BIA’s role, albeit still subject to federal rules and authority.\textsuperscript{119} These authorities

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{114} E.g., Patricia Reyhan, \textit{Partition}, in 4 THOMPSON ON REAL PROPERTY § 38.03(a)(1), at 521–22 (David A. Thomas ed., 2016).
  \item \textsuperscript{115} 25 U.S.C. § 2204(c).
  \item \textsuperscript{116} Id. Interestingly, although the Department of the Interior theoretically does have some other in-kind partition authority, it is outdated and also rarely used. See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 4, § 16.03[4][e], at 1085–86; see also 25 U.S.C. §§ 372, 378, 483; Walker, 57 IBIA 167, 169, 174–77 (2013) (discussing federal partitioning authority for an allotment interest that had been contested for nearly twenty years); S. Rep. No. 106-361, at 2 (2000) (“Even when partition [in kind] is a legal option, it is rarely a practical alternative.”); 25 C.F.R. §152.33 (2016) (discussing different partition procedures for “competent” versus “in-competent” co-owners).
  \item \textsuperscript{117} In 2011, approximately seven years after AIPRA’s passage, the National Congress of American Indians told Congress that it still had “not heard of a single instance” where AIPRA’s partition sale option for highly fractionated lands had been used, and it suggested the process needed revision because the system “is too cumbersome,” \textit{The American Indian Probate Reform Act: Empowering Indian Land Owners: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Indian Affairs}, 112th Cong. 11, 13 (2011) (statement of David Gipp, Vice President, Great Plains Region, National Congress of American Indians).
  \item \textsuperscript{118} See Todd S. Aagaard, \textit{Environmental Law as a Legal Field: An Inquiry in Legal Taxonomy}, 95 CORNELL L. REV. 221, 233 n.37 (2010) (“Complexity is not necessarily congruent with incoherence, but the two characteristics are at least closely correlated.”); Schuck, supra note 57, at 3–4, 10.
  \item \textsuperscript{119} See Tribal Self-Governance Act of 1994, Pub. L. 103-413, tit. II, 108 Stat. 4250, 4270; Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, Pub. L. No. 93-638, 88 Stat. 2203 (1975) (providing authority for tribes to operate, via federal contract, federal programs, including BIA realty functions, but still subject to final approval authority by the Department of
cover nearly every aspect of Indian trust property, including not only distribution of assets after death, but also most inter vivos property rights, including all kinds of real property transfers, and even an owner’s ability to possess her own land.

For example, federal law includes a near-absolute restraint on alienation on Indian lands that limits any transfer, including inter-family gifts, credit-securing collateral agreements, and, of course, any kind of for-value transfers.120 Under traditional property law canons, free transferability is fundamental to a functioning property system.121 In Indian trust land, however, the federal government individually approves or disapproves every lease, mortgage, and transfer—often requiring a full appraisal and a bureaucratic assessment of whether the transaction is in the Indian landowner’s best interests before deciding whether to approve a request.122 These alienation restraints may also apply to a less certain degree to Indian-owned non-trust property.123

Use and possession of Indian land is also comprehensively regulated, largely by the federal government. Outside of the Indian law context, any co-owner of jointly owned land has a direct right to use and possess her own land, subject only to the parallel rights of any other co-owners and generally applicable land-use regulations.124 In the Indian lands context, however, the federal government now oversees even a co-owner’s own use of her trust land.125 Under existing federal rules, Indian co-owners have no direct right to possess trust properties absent a federally approved lease or co-owner permission, and Indian owners must pay fair-market-value rent for their own possession, at least to the other Indian co-owners, and regardless of

120. See 25 U.S.C. § 177; COHEN’S HANDBOOK, supra note 4, § 15.06[1], at 1027, § 15.06[2], at 1031–32.
121. See infra Section IV.A.2.
123. See COHEN’S HANDBOOK, supra note 4, § 15.06[4], at 1034 (articulating lingering uncertainty in the law about the scope of anti-alienation rules as applied outside trust land tenure status).
125. E.g., 25 C.F.R. § 162.005 (2016) (requiring a lease before Indian co-owners of trust land may possess their co-owned property). See generally Shoemaker, No Sticks, supra note 124 (discussing the evolution of the Department of the Interior’s regulation of Indian co-owner possession rights).
whether these other co-owners have actually asserted any interest in making use of the land themselves. In reality, all of an Indian co-owner’s property rights are mediated and defined through encompassing federal regulatory structures.

Non-owners who seek to use Indian lands also must navigate each proposed use through the regulatory process for acquiring consent from Indian owners (or co-owners) as well as the BIA. Title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations is thick with Indian-specific land regulations to direct this multi-actor process. For example, a proposed user of Indian trust property would have to consult (and follow) Part 167 for grazing permits, Part 169 for rights-of-ways over Indian lands, Parts 211 for tribal mineral development and 212 for individual mineral development, or any of the many respective subparts in Part 162 for various types of Indian leases, with special sub-rules for agricultural leases, homesteel leases, business leases, energy leases, and other nonspecific, nonagricultural leases.

In some cases, federal law allows tribal law to supplant federal rules, but often only after a federal vetting and approval process for the tribal enactment. These tribal regulations would then apply, but typically only to the extent they do not conflict with other federal law or a more amorphous sense of the federal trust responsibility.

126. 25 C.F.R. § 162.005; see, e.g., Goodwin, 60 IBIA 46 (2015) (holding an Indian co-owner in trespass for possession of her own allotment where she failed to receive permission from co-owners or the BIA and failed to pay rent for that possession of her own property).

127. See Shoemaker, No Sticks, supra note 124.


129. For example, there has been some trend to increase tribal autonomy on tribal trust property, eliminating some secretarial approval requirements over tribal leases of tribal lands. See Helping Expedite and Advance Responsible Tribal Home Ownership (HEARTH) Act of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-151, §2(h), 126 Stat. 1150, 1151 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 415(d), (h) (2012)). Even this tribal autonomy, however, is regulated through a framework that provides some continued federal oversight and control. See id. (permitting some tribal leasing of tribal trust lands without federal approval, provided tribal leasing regulations are preapproved by the Department of the Interior); see also 25 U.S.C. § 3711(b) (2012) (requiring federal preapproval of tribal agricultural resource management plans); supra note 113 (discussing tribal probate code procedures). As of this writing, Congress has passed, and the president has just signed, the Indian Trust Asset Reform Act, which may expand the scope of HEARTH-like tribal management options over both surface leasing and forestry management for selected demonstration project tribes. See Indian Trust Asset Reform Act, Pub. L. No. 114-178, 130 Stat. 432 (2016) (codified at 25 U.S.C. §§ 5601–02, 5611–14, 5631–36).

130. E.g., 25 U.S.C. § 415(h)(3)(B)(i) (authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to approve HEARTH Act tribal land leasing authorities only if tribal regulations “are consistent with” federal leasing regulations); see also 25 C.F.R. § 162.014(a)–(b) (providing that tribal law shall apply to BIA-approved surface leases of Indian lands “except to the extent that those tribal laws are inconsistent with these regulations or other applicable Federal law”; also allowing tribal law to supersede or modify the Department of the Interior’s leasing regulations, but only with respect to tribal lands, and only if, among other caveats, there is no conflict with the Department of the Interior’s “general trust responsibility under Federal law”).
On top of all this, whether the tribe or state exercises zoning or other land-use authority (from environmental regulations to building-permit procedures) is a separate and difficult jurisdictional question. This shifting land-use authority can add additional layers of dense (and hard-to-read) regulation over reservation land uses.\textsuperscript{131}

D. Indeterminacy: The Exquisite Bind of Both Rigidity and Uncertainty

Finally, all of these factors work together to produce an extreme degree of uncertainty about otherwise basic property law questions in Indian country. Uncertain or indeterminate laws make outcomes hard to predict.\textsuperscript{132} This kind of uncertainty—whether it comes from ambiguous rules or from the proliferation of too many, highly specific rules—vastly increases the cost of any bargain, transaction, use, or investment by increasing the transaction costs and the number of alternative scenarios that must be assessed before taking any action.\textsuperscript{133} As the jurisdictional discussion above suggests, despite the number of dense and technical rules imposed on top of the various tenure statuses in Indian country, tremendous uncertainty abounds about who has which property rights, what those rights mean, and how one enforces those rights among the three separate sovereign authorities and their many varied institutional arrangements. The importance of this uncertainty cannot be underestimated.

Within the basic parameters that trust property is mostly federal (with some tribal influence) and that fee property is a mix of state and tribal rules (depending on a host of factors),\textsuperscript{134} there is tremendous uncertainty. Because of the ad hoc way jurisdictional conflicts are decided in Indian country, tribal, state, and local governments all operate in a bit of a vacuum with vast, unknown legal questions—and, therefore, ongoing conflicts—about who governs where. Huge, unsettled questions remain about things that should otherwise seem basic within a land tenure system: Does a tribe have property tax authority in Indian country? Over which properties? Who can exercise eminent domain? How? Who regulates what property uses on which


\textsuperscript{132} See Schuck, \textit{supra} note 57, at 4.

\textsuperscript{133} See Stewart E. Sterk, \textit{Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Uncertainty About Property Rights}, 106 Mich. L. Rev. 1285, 1288 (2008) (acknowledging significant information costs as parties seek to translate even clear, but abstract, property rules to concrete applications and determinations of the actual scope of rights on the ground); see also Schuck, \textit{supra} note 57, at 4 ("Ironically, rules and institutions that are designed to reduce the law’s indeterminacy may actually \textit{increase} it, due to the cumulative effect of their density, [technicality], and differentiation. Indeterminacy then, may be a consequence, as well as a defining feature, of complexity." (footnote omitted)).

\textsuperscript{134} See \textit{supra} Section I.A.
lands? Who defines the property rights? How and where are disputes between owners of different tenure types adjudicated?

Tribes have broad, and often exclusive, jurisdiction over their own citizens, especially in their reserved territories. Tribes have even less jurisdiction over non-Indians. For example, the Supreme Court recently held that tribes categorically cannot restrict the alienation of non-Indian fee lands within reservation boundaries. However, the “tribe may quite legitimately seek to protect its members from noxious uses that threaten tribal welfare or security, or from nonmember conduct on the land that does the same.” In the vast gray area between these benchmarks, jurisdictional disputes are left to federal common law to be decided on a case-by-case basis, sometimes with exhaustion in tribal courts first. Different tests apply for when, where, and how the state or federal government can assert jurisdiction.

Relatedly, in many contexts questions even linger about where exactly reservation boundaries are drawn. The creation of “checkerboard” jurisdictions, and the permanent residence of non-Indians within Indian territories, have informed the Supreme Court’s unique reservation diminishment or disestablishment cases. The presence of fee interests does not necessarily mean that reservation boundaries should be redrawn in a diminished way to exclude swaths of fee ownership. Instead, the Supreme Court considers

---

135. See United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 322 & n.18 (1978) (affirming a tribe’s inherent sovereign rights to “regulat[e] their internal and social relations,” including "the right to prescribe laws applicable to tribe members" (first quoting United States v. Kagama, 118 U.S. 375, 182 (1886))); Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217, 220–22 (1959) (holding that tribes have the right “to make their own laws and be ruled by them”).

136. See supra Section I.A.


139. Id. at 336.


143. See S. REP. No. 106-361, at 3 & n.10 (2000) (discussing Supreme Court precedent to this effect).
multiple factors to assess whether Congress intended to diminish reservation boundaries—sometimes, but not always, by the alienation of tribal lands to non-Indians.144

Finally, in the land tenure context, obscurity also exacerbates complexity, despite a significant federal regulatory presence.145 Even if there were clarity about which government or institution regulates or governs a specific property question in Indian law, the task of actually locating the applicable rule is another matter.146 Locating the applicable real property rule in Indian country is difficult because of uncertainty about which sovereign has authority over which property issues, the density of the relevant rules and regulations, and the inaccessibility of some source materials.147 This occurs at the federal level because, in practice, there is often significant variance between BIA offices, especially at the reservation-agency level, as to how specific real estate issues are addressed.148 Unwritten and uncertain rules are difficult to act around, even if the other direct transaction costs of the federal trust status were not inhibiting.149 And tribal laws can be difficult to locate and, in some cases, difficult to research and find.150 Historically, the

144. Recently, the Supreme Court reinforced the primacy of congressional intent at the time of the surplus land sales in this reservation-diminishment analysis, making clear that legislative history and current demographics are used, at most, to reinforce the Court’s determination of what the historic Congress intended. See Nebraska v. Parker, 136 S. Ct. 1072, 1078–80 (2016).

145. See Richard J. Lazarus, Meeting the Demands of Integration in the Evolution of Environmental Law: Reforming Environmental Criminal Law, 83 Geo. L.J. 2407, 2429 n.93 (1995) (describing how the relative obscurity of certain legal rules can relate to Schuck’s four dimensions of legal complexity). Writing in the specific context of federal environmental law, Professor Lazarus points to both the “peculiar manner in which environmental rules are written and the practical difficulty of locating environmental rules[ ]” as sources of this kind of obscurity. Id.

146. See id. at 2436 (“‘Obscurity’ refers to the difficulty, in the first instance, of even locating the law.”).

147. Cf. id. at 2428–30, 2429 n.93, 2436–39.


149. Although this is something the Department of the Interior has been actively seeking to contain, it persists. Id. at 18–19.

150. E.g., Bonnie Shucha, “Whatever Tribal Precedent There May Be”: The (Un)availability of Tribal Law, 106 L. Libr. J. 199, 199 (2014). Many tribes are also actively working to remedy this issue. Id. at 204. This concern about “unwritten tribal traditions” being used to resolve disputes was part of one non-Indian corporation’s recent argument to the Supreme Court that it should not be subject to tribal court jurisdiction, despite significant contacts within reservation boundaries. E.g., Brief for the Petitioners at 6–7, Dollar Gen. Corp. v. Miss. Band of Choctaw Indians, 136 S. Ct. 2159 (2016) (No. 13-1496). But see Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 28, 31–32, Dollar Gen., 136 S. Ct. 2159 (No. 12-1496) (asserting that tribal courts are “effective institutions for administering justice” that exercise predictable authority over nonmembers).
BIA has also struggled even to account for who actually owns what in reservation territories. This was the major basis of the Cobell class action lawsuit, which the federal government is now paying $3.4 billion to settle.

All of these variables get swirled together. Indian land tenure is a fundamentally complex legal system, and this complexity bears down on every property decision within reservation spaces, as well as the quality and success of efforts to improve the system more broadly. It is complicated. It is dynamic. And it has costs.

II. The Cyclical Costs of Complexity

Greater simplicity has undoubtable appeal. Some complexity, however, is unavoidable. It reflects and responds to the realities of the complex world in which the law operates, and, when appropriately constructed, can preserve both useful flexibility and attendant benefits to the overall system’s resiliency. The core problem in Indian land tenure is not just that the system is complex; it is that this specific, complex legal structure has been constructed in a way that negatively impacts real outcomes. This Part provides an initial discussion of the particular costs of Indian land tenure’s uniquely complex system architecture.
A. Categories of Harm

There are at least three particular costs arising from Indian land tenure’s overall complexity: (1) landowner withdrawal; (2) bureaucratic proliferation; and (3) the prevalence of counterproductive, or at least incomplete, legislative reforms.

1. Landowner Withdrawal

Too much complexity can drive out desirable activity as participants elect to disengage from the field.158 This withdrawal is rational, though socially undesirable, when complexity becomes too costly for individuals to bear.

Property law in particular requires stability and clarity so that owners know their rights and responsibilities and can invest in accordance with those internalized expectations.159 Reservation landowners have no such clarity. The jurisdictional complexity adds costs to any desirable land use. Simply determining who governs what is often fraught with peril.160 On top of this, Indian landowners bear the assembly challenges of fractionated ownership and the burdensome—but intermittent—restrictions of the federal land-management regime. This complexity limits access to capital, directly impedes flexible land use, and encourages disengagement as the costs of active participation exceed the likely benefits.161

At the same time, communities often benefit most from local landowners making local uses of their lands.162 This is missing in many Indian communities. The large majority of fractionated Indian lands are idle, not generating any income, or, if they are in use, being leased to non-Indians.163

Data on other tenure forms in Indian country are harder to collect, but

158. Schuck, supra note 57, at 40–42.

159. See 1 Jeremy Bentham, Principles of the Civil Code, in The Works of Jeremy Bentham 297, 307–08, 325 (John Bowring ed., Edinburgh, William Tait 1843) (describing property as “only a foundation of expectation” and explaining that, in order to regulate expectations, property laws must be readily understood); Bell & Parchomovsky, supra note 25, at 1022 (“There cannot be ownership in land without some clear idea of who owns the land, what land is owned, and what rights accrue to the owner as a result of her status.”); supra note 17 and accompanying text.


161. See infra Section IV.A.2.


terrible poverty, homelessness, and unemployment persists throughout many reservations, despite widespread land ownership.164 Landowners’ withdrawal may be rational at the individual level, but it has pressing social costs at the wider community level.

2. Bureaucratic Growth

Too much complexity also increases governance costs.165 Having three separate sovereigns to regulate the same underlying subject matter wastefully duplicates government efforts. Governance costs also increase when these three sovereigns have to make predictions about, and negotiate around, uncertain jurisdictional boundaries. Even more specifically, the complexity of Indian land tenure seems to exacerbate bureaucratic costs, and, in many instances, the persistence of undesirable levels of federal interference and control in tribal territories.

Structural elements of Indian land tenure favor an ever-growing role for federal oversight and administrative functions. As Indian landowners rationally withdraw from active use and engagement of their own land, the BIA’s ongoing and increasing role as replacement land-manager, record-keeper, and monitor becomes more justified. If landowners are not actively engaged, federal land oversight becomes more important to keep the system propped up and operating, and therefore the federal agency’s role only grows as the “need” for oversight increases.

Any general political-economy analysis would suggest that bureaucratic agencies tend to benefit from bureaucratic proliferation and increasing control.166 In some sense, complexity continues to employ people; it does keep the BIA very much in business.167 In addition, increasing regulatory complexity also makes agencies less susceptible to public monitoring and control.168 This played out, for example, even during the Termination Era of federal Indian policy, when the BIA “kept talking about working itself out of a job and turning over responsibility to the Indians,” but the actual effect was that “congressional appropriations to Indian tribes decreased by approximately 80%, while appropriations to [the BIA] (chiefly for salaries) increased by approximately 53,000. % [sic].”169 Today, similar incongruities

164. Quiet Crisis, supra note 19, at 8–9, 63.
165. Schuck, supra note 57, at 20.
166. See id. at 30–31.
167. See id. at 26 (identifying this “internal rationality” in maintaining complexity); see also, e.g., Wendy E. Wagner, The Science Charade in Toxic Risk Regulation, 95 Colum. L. Rev. 1613, 1650–51 (1995) (discussing how rational agency employees acting in their own self-interest might have incentives to maintain the perverse system that employs them).
emerge. Economists Jacob Russ and Thomas Stratmann estimated that, despite decades of legislative efforts to streamline BIA procedures and reduce overall land-management costs, the BIA’s costs are steadily increasing—as much as $7 million more per year on just twelve reservations surveyed.170 This represents a “fivefold increase” in BIA recordkeeping costs at these twelve sample reservations alone.171 Russ and Stratmann estimate BIA’s total recordkeeping costs at $575 million annually,172 with probate and other costs on top of this.173

To be fair, much of this modern spending does get passed on to tribal governments, who have the option to contract with the federal government to perform line-level agency work on behalf of the BIA.174 These tribal agencies operating under federal contracts to perform these regulatory functions are still, however, subject to federal authority and control of the process.175 Although the BIA’s own staff numbers have declined in recent years due to the tribal contracting process, the bureaucracy’s total administrative reach has continued to expand (as have its costs, both in terms of transaction costs to landowners and total costs to taxpayers).176 At the same time, other pressing needs in Indian country go unmet, and overall federal funding in Indian country is “disproportionately low when compared to overall funding levels for Americans.”177

This bureaucratic persistence and expansion is problematic on many levels. Most directly, in the case of many individual Indian estates, the costs of the BIA’s land maintenance and management role exceed the value of the underlying asset.178 This is strikingly irrational. But, more subtly, we have to acknowledge two related harms: In the role of land-use decisionmaker, as opposed to trustee (in which its true function is to advise and support tribal sovereignty), the BIA has different incentives than the tribe or individual

171. Id. at 3.
172. Id. at 24.
173. In 1998 dollar amounts, the Department of the Interior estimated that it cost the BIA an additional $1,500 to $2,000 per estate to complete a probate, regardless of the estate’s value. In many cases, an individual estate is worth much less than this. Id.
174. See Gover, supra note 22, at 348.
175. See supra note 119 and accompanying text.
landowner might have directly. The BIA is risk averse and will make decisions to avoid potential liability for breaches of its trust responsibility. More broadly, neither Congress nor the BIA is in any position to make local decisions that reflect nuanced, tribe-specific values and policy choices. Instead, the proliferation of the BIA’s land-management regime—even when contracted wholesale to tribal agencies—critically reinforces and exacerbates the problem of landowner withdrawal. More bureaucracy increases landowners’ costs and, ultimately, further discourages landowner engagement.

3. Democratic Inertia

Finally, because complexity makes it difficult to read and understand the full land tenure challenge, it limits the ability of even sincere reformers to tackle large-scale change. Legal rules that are too complex can suffer from a lack of informed dialogue. It is challenging to have effective democratic engagement around rules we cannot understand. A system’s participants often have important information, which lawmakers need, about the actual effects of policy choices, but when rules are too complex, these interactions are not easily observed or communicated, impeding public input and participation.


180. See Warner, supra note 24, at 1046–47. This seems likely to be particularly true after the federal government’s recent $3.4 billion settlement payment following the Cobell lawsuit’s allegations that the BIA had breached its historic trust accounting obligations. See infra notes 203–204 and accompanying text.


182. This happens very concretely in the Indian land tenure context, as the BIA’s land-use rules seem, in many instances, to prioritize absentee owners over local active owner-users. See infra Section II.B.2. To be clear, however, this discussion is in no way intended as a personal critique of the many hardworking public servants actively engaged in trying to make things work from inside the BIA. To the contrary, one purpose of this Article is to illuminate how difficult more wholesale reform has become because of these cyclical complexity costs.

183. Schuck, supra note 57, at 20–21 (“Even fervent reformers hesitate to alter a landscape that is so hard to read; they know that in a more polycentric legal world, any change will have ripple effects, ramifying widely, swiftly, and unpredictably throughout the system’s web. When the risks of error are magnified, rulemakers are more likely to adhere to even an unsatisfactory status quo.” (footnotes omitted)).


185. Professor Sunstein has said that one of the most critical things he learned as administrator of the White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs is the importance and
This lack of dialogue, in turn, provides excellent cover for the persistence of maladapted property rules (and cost ineffective bureaucracy).\textsuperscript{186} Even well-intentioned reformers may fail to account for all of the possible system-wide effects downwind, leading to counterproductive results. Complexity, then, gives rise to a special kind of paralysis. It is hard to know how best to respond, given a likely cascade of additional, but relatively unknowable, consequences in an interlocking and difficult system of complex variables. Faced with such a risk of failure, we can end up with a persistent, even if unsatisfactory, status quo, or—perhaps worse—with tinkering around the edges that does more harm than good. This occurs often in Indian law, as in the examples that follow.

B. \textit{Fractionation as a Specific Example}

Real reforms require a deep understanding of the relevant tenure framework and its limits, and this takes work. Too much complexity adds to the challenge. Thus, Indian land reforms have historically failed to adequately account for all of the interconnected challenges of the system. This Section explores the fractionation problem, which is often discussed in isolation, and which has been the subject of myriad (failed) federal reforms. First, it emphasizes the cyclical nature of complexity’s costs—specifically, the way in which these effects snowball over time and reinforce ever-growing complexity. Second, it explains why a more nuanced approach—one accounting for Indian land tenure’s system-wide interactions—is essential to the future of Indian communities.

1. Self-Perpetuating Cycles of Complexity

One insight of an analysis of complexity’s costs in the specific context of Indian land tenure is how interrelated these effects are. We can clearly recognize how one cost (landowner withdrawal) feeds into and supports the proliferation of the second cost (bureaucratic growth). This, in turn, isolates the field from broader public engagement and leads to ineffective, or insufficient, reform, which causes the third cost—democratic inertia.\textsuperscript{187} This all loops back to reinforce the first effect: more of the status quo means more landowner withdrawal, which requires more bureaucracy to sustain, which exacerbates complexity and inertia. Complexity begets more complexity. We get stuck.

To follow the specific example of Indian land fractionation, consider this: As co-ownership numbers become more extreme, the federal bureaucracy becomes more important to maintain these interests and perform a

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{186} See \textit{Render}, supra note 53, at 81 (“Complexity provides excellent camouflage, and its destructive capacity is frequently underestimated.” (footnote omitted)).

\textsuperscript{187} See supra Section II.A.
\end{footnotesize}
managerial role. The federal trust land-management regime proliferates, and, by providing this backstop, it implicitly encourages and permits more landowner passivity without any internalized cost to landowners. Landowners have no direct incentive to limit further fractionation of interests; in many cases, passive ownership will exacerbate fractionation through additional intestate distributions to multiple heirs and a failure to undertake costly efforts to consolidate small interests during life.188 That further fractionation, in turn, continues to perpetuate the perceived need for an ongoing federal record-keeping and management role. The increasingly complex bureaucracy then shields the field from greater legislative oversight and action.189 This creates more democratic paralysis, or, at best, incomplete and myopic reforms;190 which perpetuates the whole “as-is” system; makes more landowners withdraw; and feeds an ever-growing cycle of complexity.

2. Need for System-Wide Approaches

Recognizing the costs of Indian land tenure as the consequences of a rigid, yet complex regulatory system helps explain how numerous fractionation-specific reform efforts have been doomed to fail from the beginning. These limited reforms neglected to account for the whole interacting set of system variables. For decades, Congress has expressed concern about the increasing fractionation of Indian lands, both because of the challenges for Indian users of Indian lands and because of the growing administrative burden associated with maintaining so many tiny fractional co-ownership interests.191 Reform attempts, however, have feebly patched one tiny element of the problem after another, while a comprehensive solution to the systemic and complex land tenure challenges across reservation territories has remained elusive. Meanwhile, fractionation continues to grow exponentially worse despite these reforms.192

Initially, Congress tried probate changes to reduce or slow the number of new small interests created in future intestate distributions (by decreasing the default number of heirs, for example), but these reforms failed to address the challenge of existing fractionation. When Congress further tried to eliminate trust landowners’ “rights to devise” even the smallest fractional interests in individual trust lands and instead attempted to force escheat of those interests to the governing tribe, the Supreme Court deemed it an

188. See supra Section II.A.1, II.A.2; see also Schuck, supra note 57, at 40–42.

189. See Render, supra note 53, at 81 (“In complex situations, the important facts—the very facts that we need to know to avoid catastrophe—may be quite effectively hidden in plain sight.” (footnote omitted)).

190. See, e.g., Mullally, supra note 184, at 1114; Stevenson, supra note 184, at 1166.


192. See supra notes 14–15 and accompanying text.
unconstitutional taking of individual landowners’ private property rights, however small.193

Congress also tried authorizing land exchanges, allowing individual owners to trade in small interests in multiple parcels for a single, consolidated tract of tribally owned lands.194 These efforts failed, however, to account for the overall gridlock of the system. Executing such an exchange took up to six years on some reservations, including multiple steps of bureaucratic review, fact-checking, and formal appraisals; in most cases, the incentive of owning even 100 percent of a still too-restricted trust property was not desirable enough to undertake such an effort.195

These efforts all focused only on consolidation for the sake of consolidation, overlooking the more fundamental requirement that ownership—whether consolidated or not—must actually work for landowners and reservation communities. It is always “easier to divide property than to recombine it,” so the value of the extra effort to recombine fragmented interests must be worthwhile to the consolidator.196 Right now, assembly is often not worth its costs. For example, consider the Department of the Interior’s current limits on a co-owner’s right to use her own jointly owned land. Under recent rules, a co-owner must get a BIA-approved lease from her other co-owners and pay them all fair-market-value rent before using her own land.197 These co-ownership limits mean that only absolute consolidation to sole ownership truly frees an owner to use her own land directly, without interference from the Department of the Interior. And even then, it is still in the restrictive trust status that limits access to capital and credit. This kind of consolidation takes significant effort and is not worthwhile—or even possible—in many cases.

Meanwhile, there are a host of perverse incentives that actually encourage landowner passivity and absenteeism (and, therefore, fractionation). While active use and consolidation are expensive, passive ownership is free, and, in some cases, more economically beneficial than making any effort. In well-functioning property regimes, boundary principles exist to keep


196. Heller, supra note 160, at 1165–66, 1169 (“Like Humpty Dumpty, resources prove easier to break up than to put back together.” (footnote omitted)); see also Francesco Parisi, Entropy in Property, 50 Am. J. Comp. L. 595, 596 (2002) (“[R]eunifying fragmented property rights usually involves transaction and strategic costs higher than those incurred in the original deal.”).

197. See supra notes 125–126 and accompanying text.
property scaled to avoid the risks of overuse in a commons or underuse in an anticommons. In Indian trust tenure, these boundaries are missing. For example, there are no limiting carrying costs, such as tax or registration fees for maintenance. The absence of these carrying costs allows interests to get progressively smaller without ever reaching a breaking point at which an individual co-owner would need to move to consolidate. And even if one wanted to sell or exit a co-ownership, there is no efficient exit mechanism like partitions or markets for transfers, at least not without following cumbersome federal procedures.

Moreover, the whole structure of the current system makes it predictably more profitable for individual landowners to disengage from any land-use activity whatsoever. Active owners have to navigate the federal bureaucracy to use land themselves or to lease it to others; if an owner refuses to participate or is otherwise absent from the process, the BIA will step in and ensure absentee co-owners get the highest available market rate—with no effort required and no cost to the non-participating owners. Oftentimes, co-owners who refuse to cooperate end up better off.

As fractionation continued to grow uncontrollably, the whole system became so unwieldy that it rendered the BIA unable to confidently account for the trust interests it was responsible to manage and record. In 1996, a class of Indian landowners sued the U.S. government in what came to be called the Cobell litigation, alleging that the federal government, despite its record-keeping obligations for Indian trust assets, was so overwhelmed by the fractionation problem that, in many cases, the BIA could not accurately tell Indian landowners which interests they owned. The case ultimately

---

198. Heller, supra note 160, at 1166–68. Heller uses the term “boundary principle” to refer to legal doctrines that are used to keep resource claims “well-scaled for productive use.” Id. at 1166. For example, Heller suggests that modern land-use controls, such as minimum lot size or square footage requirements in zoning and subdivision rules, “prevent people from spatially fragmenting resources too much.” Id. at 1173 (footnote omitted).

199. See id. at 1173–74 (describing taxes and registration fees as examples of powerful means of preventing excessive fragmentation). These tax and registration fees, of course, do not exist in Indian trust properties. See supra Sections I.A, I.B.

200. See supra notes 115–117 and accompanying text; cf. Heller, supra note 160, at 1167 n.13, 1196 n.169 (discussing the value of partition rights in preventing fractionation outside the Indian context).


202. For further discussion related to this theme, see Shoemaker, No Sticks, supra note 124, at 439–41 (discussing structural incentives for absentee landownership).

settled for $3.4 billion,\(^{204}\) reflecting the magnitude of the system’s failure.

From these settlement funds, $1.9 billion is now allocated to a federal buy-back project to purchase tiny fractional ownership interests from willing sellers and transfer them to tribal ownership.\(^{205}\) The goal is to reduce the number of co-owners in trust lands, and thereby reduce both the severity of co-owner coordination challenges and the Department of the Interior’s ongoing accounting obligations.\(^{206}\) Often, this buy-back effort is casually assumed to constitute the final answer to all of the failed fractionation reforms to date. Unfortunately, it is not.

Although it is certainly a valuable step, this substantial buy-back effort will not eliminate fractionation.\(^{207}\) There is not enough money to buy all interests, and it only applies to willing sellers.\(^{208}\) Many individual Indian landowners remain unwilling to sell.\(^{209}\) Moreover, even if the number of co-owners is dramatically reduced, this “solution” also fails to account for the whole system-wide Indian land tenure challenges that remain. The system continues to be set up for further fractionation to occur because the buy-back effort fails to adequately reform the institutions of land ownership in Indian country—the whole complicated, messy system that invites landowner withdrawal, rather than engagement.\(^{210}\)

The trust status itself remains overly rigid and technical for landowners. The jurisdictional uncertainty between tribal and federal control, even within trust properties alone, is limiting. Even worse, the entire buy-back endeavor itself fails to account for the problem that many of these co-owned lands are actually emulsified—containing mixes of fee and trust co-ownership interests—and the buy-back plan does not include these undivided fee interests in some emulsified properties.\(^{211}\) At best, these buy-back efforts result in a new co-ownership between fee owners and a trust on behalf of responsibility and had not adequately performed the required accounting. See, e.g., Cobell v. Salazar, 573 F.3d 808, 809–10 (D.C. Cir. 2009). See generally Armen H. Merjian, An Unbroken Chain of Injustice: The Dawes Act, Native American Trusts, and Cobell v. Salazar, 46 Gonz. L. Rev. 609 (2011) (detailing the history of the Cobell litigation and its ultimate settlement).


\(^{205}\) Buy-Back Plan, supra note 18, at 1, 7–24 (describing buy-back plan).

\(^{206}\) Id. at 1.

\(^{207}\) See id. at 8 (“[D]espite the size of the Fund, the Fund may not supply sufficient capital to purchase all fractional interests across Indian country.”). Costs of appraisals and other administrative costs could also consume a significant portion of the funds, and there is a ten-year time limit on purchases. Id. at 8, 18.

\(^{208}\) Id. at 8.


\(^{210}\) See supra Section II.A.I.

\(^{211}\) See Buy-Back Plan, supra note 18, at 6 app. B; see also Shoemaker, Emulsified Property, supra note 8, at 996 n.250.
the tribe itself. But very few, if any, consolidation efforts in heavily fractionated trust lands will be complete, suggesting the more likely result is an even more complicated mix of co-ownership among a new three-way mix of individual trust, tribal trust, and fee co-owners in something akin to a “super-emulsified” property. Because each of these different tenure statuses is defined and regulated in different, and often incongruent, ways by different jurisdictional authorities, these property institutions may be more difficult to use than even all-trust fractionated lands—meaning the buy-back effort may backfire and create more complex and novel land-use problems than originally perceived.

This discussion highlights the importance of more wholesale property reform. We have to shift the focus from patching holes to building something radically new, and to do that, we first have to understand the system in a more nuanced way.

III. Another View Inside the System: Hypercategorized Property and Sovereignty

Consideration of the entire Indian land tenure system in complexity terms also sheds new light on other recent land tenure reforms that, although pitched as beneficial, are likely to have more adverse consequences. Again and again, on-the-ground experiences tell us that the most effective solution to reservation needs is, in virtually every case, true tribal sovereignty and self-governance.

For more than forty years, the formal federal policy in Indian Affairs has been Indian self-determination—“to create the conditions for a new era in which the Indian future is determined by Indian acts and Indian decisions.” Likewise, the Department of the Interior, in promulgating recent leasing regulations, acknowledged that:

---

212. In a recent status report on its progress under this buy-back program, the Department of the Interior acknowledged that it had purchased interests in 26,400 trust tracts, but that only approximately 1,060 of those tracts (or about 4 percent) had achieved complete consolidation in sole tribal ownership. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 2015 Status Report: Land Buy-Back Program for Tribal Nations 18 (2015), https://www.iltf.org/sites/default/files/Buy-Back%20Initial-Implementation-Plan.pdf [https://perma.cc/9KBQ-XMY7]. To the contrary, approximately 96 percent of the affected tracts post-buyback had at least some form of mixed-tenure ownership, with some tribally owned interests added to the mix by virtue of the purchase program. See id. This status report also acknowledges that consolidated tribal interests are only large enough to put 16 percent of fractionated tracts “in Tribal Control.” Id. at 10.


Economically and culturally, sovereignty is a key lever that provides American Indian communities with institutions and practices that can protect and promote their citizens’ interests and well-being [sic] without that lever, the social, cultural, and economic viability of American Indian communities and, perhaps, even identities is untenable over the long run.216

And yet, even as recent reforms are pitched as promoting landowner re-engagement and Indian self-determination, they perversely exacerbate the problematic aspects of the system’s complexity and all of its attendant costs. This Part identifies three recent reforms that all create increasingly granular jurisdictional differentiation within single physical properties. This is symptomatic, in part, of the complex reliance on property-based, rather than territory-based, sovereignty definitions in Indian country. By treating Indian property and Indian sovereignty in difficult and complex ways, impossible jurisdictional distinctions, even within single physical parcels, prevail. These three reforms all create new gradations between federal, tribal, and even state sovereignty depending on how a given property right “stick” within a larger bundle of trust property ownership is (rigidly, technically, and often uncertainly) categorized. Complexity literature predicts that these top-down property controls, which rely on ever-increasing micro-categorizations of property and sovereignty, will never work to produce meaningful self-determination at the reservation level.217

A. Fee vs. Trust

Fee and trust tenure statuses are threshold categorizations in Indian land tenure. Fee lands have one set of rules; trust lands have another set.218 This difference is visible only by searching the deeds of the relevant tracts—and even then, by searching across different possible recording offices, since trust properties are recorded by the federal government (which might contract the task to a tribal office), and fee properties may be recorded by either state or tribal systems.219

Although, outside of Indian country, permanent improvements are classically considered part of the real property itself, in Indian land tenure,


217. See infra Part V (discussing need to foster complexity-responsive reform alternatives); see also supra Section II.A.2, II.A.3 (discussing pitfalls of top-down controls).

218. See supra Section I.A.

219. See Shoemaker, Emulsified Property, supra note 8, at 977–78. The Supreme Court has itself gotten these reservation property classifications wrong, even in an important case involving jurisdictional differences by property type. See Sarah Krakoff, Tribal Civil Judicial Jurisdiction over Nonmembers: A Practical Guide for Judges, 81 U. Colo. L. Rev. 1187, 1217 n.175 (2010).
permanent improvements have been harder to classify as either real or personal, or whether held in fee or trust. After a significant period of uncertainty, the Department of the Interior recently moved to clarify that permanent improvements (e.g., houses, barns, and other structures) constructed on Indian trust lands are not also held in trust status, but, rather, are separately owned as personal property in fee.

Having a house in fee status on land that is in trust status creates enormous potential for conflict between building and land rights. For example, in Olson, the Interior Board of Indian Appeals (IBIA) considered a house on a lakeside allotment. The land was in trust and co-owned by 39 Indian owners, but the house had been built and leased by only one of those co-owners, Ms. Caye. In Ms. Caye’s case, the BIA “did not know if the house was trust real property, trust personal property, or non-trust (i.e., fee) property.” The IBIA did, however, acknowledge that, if the house were in fee and the land in trust (the framework the Department of the Interior now categorically applies to permanent improvements), serious use conflicts would emerge. The fee-property house, according to the IBIA, can be used or leased by its owner directly without BIA involvement (pursuant to state or tribal law, as applicable); however, the house’s resident also needs a separate lease to the underlying land that is approved by the BIA and the trust land’s co-owners before occupying the house—or, really, before the house can even legally occupy the pad on which it rests.

The different tenure statuses also matter significantly for probate purposes. The BIA only takes jurisdiction over trust assets in a decedent’s estate; fee property (now including permanent improvements on trust lands) is typically probated separately through state or tribal processes. In another example of this complexity, Congress recently tried to address the probate problem by passing “technical” amendments to AIPRA, providing that any

220. E.g., Thompson, 54 IBIA 125, 132 (2011) (requiring a remand to the BIA to determine whether a house on trust land was held in fee or trust status).


222. See, e.g., Smartlowit, 50 IBIA 98, 99 (2009) (reflecting agency confusion about whether rent is even owed for a house on trust property and, if so, who should administer that rent).

223. 31 IBIA 44, 45 (1997).

224. Id.

225. Id. at 51.

226. See id. at 51–52. The IBIA noted this difficulty to some degree when observing:

The Board sincerely doubts that the intention in leasing the house was that the lessee would have access to the leased premises only by helicopter landing on the house’s roof, would not be able to step outside without trespassing on Allotment 2020, and in fact would be in trespass at all times because the house was sitting on Allotment 2020.

Id. at 52.
improvements on trust lands should pass along with the trust’s real property, whether through descent or devise, even where such permanent improvements are “not held in trust” and “without altering or otherwise affecting the non-trust status of such a covered permanent improvement.”

The Department of the Interior, however, read this statutory change very narrowly. After clarifying that improvements will typically be in fee, the Department of the Interior then refused to actually exercise any probate jurisdiction over these fee improvements, presumably reasoning that the statute itself had not expressly given the federal administrative judges conducting the Indian probates actual jurisdiction over fee interests in trust properties, leaving their jurisdiction limited exclusively to trust assets. Current Department of the Interior regulations continue to provide that the Secretary of the Interior will probate only trust assets and not any fee property. According to the Department of the Interior, because improvements are still not trust property, it does not keep an inventory of them and is not responsible for maintaining them. However, for probates after December 2, 2008, Department of the Interior probate decisionmakers “will include in probate orders a general statement of the substantive law of descent or devise of permanent improvements,” but will leave “courts of competent jurisdiction . . . (i.e., Tribal and State courts)” to apply these rules in a separate probate for non-trust property.

Thus, we now have a new class of property interests—permanent improvements in fee on trust lands—that are subject to still more novel jurisdictional rules. Substantive trust-property probate rules determine who inherits the improvement, but this final probate transfer must separately be executed through state or tribal probate court procedures (mechanically, with no new law to apply, creating one more hoop for landowners to jump through). And, perhaps most troubling, all of the potential use, possession, and other jurisdictional conflicts between trust lands and fee-property improvements on those lands remain.


229. 43 C.F.R. § 30.102 (2016).


231. The Department of the Interior did, however, attempt to clarify that these improvements—though in fee—are also of a special category of fee property, because they should not, according to the Department of the Interior, be subject to state tax. See Residential, Business, and Wind and Solar Resource Leases on Indian Land, 77 Fed. Reg. 72,4400, 72,448 (Dec. 5, 2012) (codified at 25 C.F.R. pt. 162).
B. Indian vs. Non-Indian

Another threshold categorization distinguishes Indians from non-Indians for land tenure purposes. This difference also has tremendous property and sovereignty consequences. As discussed above, tribes have greater jurisdiction over Indians, while states assert more power over non-Indians. And, generally, only Indians can own land in the federal trust status. If an Indian landowner validly passes property to a non-Indian, by law, that land automatically passes out of trust and into fee—and into an entirely different jurisdictional category.

Primarily motivated by the potential loss of tribal jurisdiction with trust-to-fee conversions, some reformers have sought to eliminate some of the mechanisms by which land can pass out of trust and into fee. For example, amendments to the Indian Land Consolidation Act ("ILCA") passed in 2000 would have made it more difficult—and, in some contexts, outright impossible—to make certain transfers to non-Indian devisees or heirs upon an Indian landowner’s death. These changes were controversial in Indian country, however, because they also introduced a new, and arguably more limited, definition of who qualified as "Indian" for this purpose. Many trust landowners feared these changes would force them to disinherit relatives whom they had previously understood to qualify for trust land ownership. This concern had the perverse consequence of causing many trust beneficiaries to rush to take land out of trust status during their lifetimes to avoid these strict after-death limitations (that were ironically, at least on their face, presented as intending to preserve the land’s trust status).

Many of ILCA’s amendments in 2000 were never certified by the Secretary of the Interior, however, and, therefore, were never made effective.

232. See supra Section I.A.

233. See, e.g., Gover, supra note 22, at 342–45 (cataloging advantages of trust status); infra Section IV.B.1.


235. Id. sec. 103, § 202(2), 114 Stat. at 1992 (limiting the Indian definition to any person who is a member, or is eligible to become a member, in an Indian tribe, or to "any person who has been found to meet the definition of 'Indian' under a provision of Federal law if the Secretary determines that using such law’s definition of Indian is consistent with the purposes of this Act[ ]").


237. Shoemaker, Emulsified Property, supra note 8, at 973–74.

238. See sec. 103, §§ 207(g)(4)–(5), 114 Stat. at 1999.
Instead, in response to this turmoil, Congress passed AIPRA.\(^{239}\) AIPRA defines Indian more broadly for trust purposes\(^{240}\) and creates a new, novel class of individuals who are not deemed Indian per se, but who are nonetheless “eligible heirs.”\(^{241}\) These eligible heirs may take land in “the same trust or restricted status as such interest was held immediate prior to the decedent’s death.”\(^{242}\) Non-Indians can still qualify as eligible heirs for this purpose, as long as they are “lineal descendants within two degrees of consanguinity of an Indian.”\(^{243}\) This potential for eligible close relatives to take property in trust status, regardless of whether they are technically Indian under the Act, reduced the concern for some Indian landowners about limits on distributions of trust property to family members. This new distinction between Indians, non-Indians, and eligible heirs does, however, add a new category of distinctions for land tenure purposes. It also pushes off a future problem—only individuals within two degrees of consanguinity of a qualifying Indian can take property under this category. At some future point, eligible heirs may be prohibited from passing this trust property to their own further-removed family members in the same status.

Perhaps more challenging, AIPRA also adds another fine-grain distinction within Indian land tenure by creating a novel hybrid property interest within trust properties. In particular, surviving spouses, including non-Indian spouses, are now entitled to a special “life estate without regard to waste” in some intestate distributions.\(^{244}\) The status of these life estates without regard to waste, especially for non-Indian life tenants, is not clearly in either trust or fee but, instead, appears to be something like a unique “quasi-trust” for spouses of Indian decedents,\(^{245}\) an odd new jurisdictional hybrid. The federal government continues some management of the life tenant’s


\(^{241}\) Id. § 2201(9).

\(^{242}\) Id. §§ 2206(a)(2), (5); see also id. §§ 2206(b)(1) (also providing for similar trust-status preservation, absent contrary decedent intent, to qualifying beneficiaries of a testamentary devise).

\(^{243}\) Id. § 2201(9)(b).

\(^{244}\) Id. § 2206(a)(2)(A) (providing for descent of life estate without regard to waste to certain surviving spouses). But see id. § 2206(a)(2)(D)(ii) (prohibiting intestate distribution of life estates in fractional trust interests amounting to less than 5 percent of the entire parcel, unless a surviving spouse is residing on the property). In some cases, non-Indians may also take life estates in trust property by testamentary devise, but in another odd technicality of the statute, these devised life estates are not similarly designated expressly as “without regard to waste.” See id. § 2206(b)(2)(A)(i).

\(^{245}\) See id. § 2206(a)(5) (excluding a spouse’s inherited life estate without regard to waste from general rule that inherited interests under AIPRA will pass in the same trust status that the decedent held the property in). But see Estate of Raymond P. Sauser, 59 IBIA. 29, 32 n.3 (2014) (noting in footnote that a “devise of a life estate in trust property to a non-Indian . . . does not, by itself, remove trust property from trust status”).
interests for the sake of the future Indian remainder holders, but exactly how these jurisdictional issues will shake out is still to be determined.\textsuperscript{246}

When an Indian decedent writes a will, there are still other possibilities for what may be a different category of non-Indian life estates.\textsuperscript{247} To start, there is tremendous difficulty in determining even when this special non-Indian life estate by devise will be deployed. It depends, for example, on whether the relevant tribe adopted the Indian Reorganization Act ("IRA") in the 1930s and, if they did, whether they elect to change the IRA's alienation restraints under new authority also recently created.\textsuperscript{248} If a non-Indian life estate is created by devise, however, there is nothing in the statutory language of AIPRA that specifies the estate is "without waste," although life estates created by descent in the same statute are "without waste."\textsuperscript{249} Again, this creates still more dimensions of complex jurisdictional confusion and difficulty, especially within already-fractionated Indian trust properties.

These new categories of eligible heirs and different types of non-Indian life estates, although well intentioned, create even more complexity in Indian land use and administration. For example, creating these life estates does little to streamline management or reduce the administrative costs of maintaining federal trust records\textsuperscript{250}—in fact, it does the opposite. The possessory interests in the allotment are further fractionated, not only concurrently, but also across time, with additional levels of different types of consecutive sub-interests created within single parcels.

\textsuperscript{246} "Without regard to waste" is defined as entitling the life tenant "to the receipt of all income, including bonuses and royalties, from such land to the exclusion of the remaindermen." 25 U.S.C. § 2201(10); see also 25 C.F.R. § 179.202 (2016) (allowing the "lawful depletion" of resources by the holder of a life estate without waste). At least one challenge to the constitutionality of this provision has been brought by legal remainder holders, who assert that a life tenant's right to all income from the trust property during her life could substantially diminish their future interest in the same property. See Fredericks v. United States, 125 Fed. Cl. 404, 415 (2016). The court concluded that the remainder holders had stated a cognizable Fifth Amendment takings claim in this new no-waste rule, and it remanded the case for further proceedings on the merits. Id. at 421.

\textsuperscript{247} See 25 U.S.C. §§ 2206(b)(1)(a)–(b), (2)(A) (outlining potential devises, including devises to non-Indians in life estates, or, in some cases, in fee status, where that non-Indian does not qualify as a lineal descendant of the testator or is not otherwise a co-owner of a trust interest in the same property).


\textsuperscript{249} See supra note 244 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{250} One tribal representative, in advocating for these kinds of life estate options, acknowledged, "[w]e recognize that this system of devise could potentially lead to greater fractionalization of possessory interests in Indian lands, but at least the underlying ownership would not be further fragmented." Indian Land Consolidation Act: Hearing on S. 1340 Before the S. Comm. on Indian Affairs, 107th Cong. 51 (2002) [hereinafter Congressional ILCA Hearing] (statement of Hon. Maurice Lyons, Chairman of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians).
Finally, recent efforts to subdivide property and sovereignty have surpassed even the “big boxes” of fee versus trust or Indian versus non-Indian. Now, while the Department of the Interior asserts that it is trying to give landowners more autonomy in management of their own land, it is actually creating more granular distinctions of types of property interests that are subject to federal jurisdiction and those that are not.

The best example of this is the Department of the Interior’s recent decision to distinguish “permits” from “leases” of trust land. Under new leasing regulations, for the first time, the Department of the Interior categorically exempts “permits” for short-term, non-possessor, revocable rights for some limited uses of Indian land from BIA approval, administration, and enforcement authority.251 By removing some “permits” on Indian allotments from BIA oversight and control, this new rule is a creative and even somewhat laudable effort to affirm more local control of temporary uses of Indian land, including potentially uses by Indian owners themselves. But it is difficult in practice to distinguish “use” from “possession,” especially where entire regulatory regimes turn on the difference. If it is use, it is tribal; if it is possession, it is federal. Adding even more difficulty to the new regime, the BIA has also implemented a new rule that requires the landowner or permittee to submit to a threshold check by the agency itself of the propriety of the use’s designation as a “permit” (as opposed to a “lease,” for which federal approval and other bureaucratic administration would be required)—thereby cementing the BIA’s role in even this effort to increase landowner autonomy and tribal control.252

The new rule also defines these more flexible “permits” narrowly, such that they are not considered an interest in land, and grazing and other specified types of common “permits” are still treated separately and remain subject to extensive BIA oversight and control.253 A permit, for this purpose, is any “written, non-assignable agreement . . . whereby the permittee is granted a temporary, revocable privilege to use Indian land or Government land, for a specified purpose.”254 This means that, under the new BIA policy, Indian landowners “will be responsible for collecting permit payments,


252. 25 C.F.R. § 162.007(a)(2); see also infra note 375 and accompanying text.


254. 25 C.F.R. § 162.003 (defining “Permit”). A lease, by contrast, conveys “a right to possess Indian land, for a specified purpose and duration.” Id. (defining “Lease”).
rather than BIA,” and the BIA will not otherwise administer or enforce permits. In reality, however, the BIA is not going out of a job, and landowners are not enjoying much true flexibility. Instead, there is simply more jurisdictional complexity, even within singular properties.

Another example of micro-categorizing property and sovereignty variables within property right “bundles” is manifested in the rule that tribes have the right to assign, without federal oversight and control, certain use or possession rights to their own tribal lands (both in trust and in fee) to individual members. This is formulated as an “assignment” of tribal lands—a property right subject to specific terms, such as a ninety-nine-year assignment of a homesite on tribal land where a member’s house may be built.

In general, however, when the tribe grants an assignment of tribal land, the Department of the Interior “will not recognize a tribal land assignment as an individual trust interest that may be conveyed or that operates as an encumbrance on tribal trust land although the tribe may treat the assignment as a temporary possessory interest or owner use privilege.” The assignee’s rights are otherwise defined by the tribe alone.

Recently, however, the Ninth Circuit held that the Trade and Intercourse Act still applies such that a tribe is prohibited from executing, without federal approval, any kind of land assignment to tribal members where the assignment too closely resembles a fee simple conveyance. Thus, where a federal court determined that a given transfer caused a tribe to lose possession rights and permitted descent and alienation of the assigned interest, the transfer was invalidated for being executed without federal approval—even where the tribe’s title was not extinguished. Thus, the new jurisdictional categorization is this: a tribe can “assign,” but only if it does not look too much like “alienation,” which is still a right in the domain of federal control. Totally different jurisdictional results follow based on whether a given conveyance looks more like a transfer (requiring federal approval) or a “mere assignment.”

—


256. See, e.g., 25 C.F.R. § 162.207(a) (discussing tribal land assignments as distinguished from leases of tribal lands, which require consent of holders of any prior tribal assignments, as well as the tribe itself). Some tribes, such as the Navajo, also continue to recognize other forms of individual customary use rights on tribal lands. See, e.g., Ezra Rosser, This Land is My Land, This Land is Your Land: Markets and Institutions for Economic Development on Native American Land, 47 Ariz. L. Rev. 245, 257, 263 (2005).

257. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs Manual pt. 52, ch. 10, § 1.1 (2008); see also 25 C.F.R. § 84.004(d) (explaining that secretarial approval is not required for “[c]ontracts or agreements that convey to tribal members any rights for temporary use of tribal lands, assigned by Indian tribes in accordance with tribal rights or custom”).

258. Id.

259. See Chemehuevi Indian Tribe v. Jewell, 767 F.3d 900, 906 (9th Cir. 2014).

260. Id. at 906–10.
While arguably intended to add regulatory certainty and support tribal sovereignty, these recent reforms just increase the burden of the system's overall complexity. The result has neither sufficient flexibility nor certainty. Strikingly, we continue to make finer and finer land tenure distinctions in a rigid and inflexible way, but without any certainty as to how those categories should be applied, and with dramatic consequences. This problem of hyper-categorization seems to be increasing over time in a way that makes Indian property more complex, more difficult to use, and more subject to gridlock and waste.

IV. Finding Purpose

This whole American Indian land tenure system, with its roots in the allotment policy itself, was founded on a fundamental belief in the importance of property law—the belief that land tenure reforms could transform Indian people and Indian communities socially, culturally, and economically.261 Indeed, entire stretches of historic federal Indian policy periods, from allotment to removal to termination, have used land reform to re-engineer Indian nations’ physical and metaphysical place in the world.262 Those policies were morally repugnant, but this comparison begs the question: What purpose is this current, complex tenure system serving? This Part asks what functions this property system really serves, exploring both general accounts of private ownership from property theory and the more specialized, Indian-specific justifications that are sometimes proffered. It concludes that the current framework fails to serve any of these purposes well. Instead, this Part offers more insidious, largely unspoken, reasons for the persistent complexity, but, more importantly, it paves the way for a more intentional, purpose-based restructuring over time.

A. Theorizing American Indian Property

Comprehensive accounts of property (at least, Westernized accounts)263 tend to focus on one of three justifications for private property institutions: (1) preserving fundamental liberty rights of owners (property rights as a

261. See supra note 27 and accompanying text.
263. Certainly, there is tension in even the idea of using the academy’s own (largely anglophile) theories of what private property should be to test the legitimacy or success of American Indian property. American Indian property does not have to follow Western, Anglo-American notions of what property and land use (or a land ethic) should be. Cf. Guzman, supra note 14, at 657–61 (articulating the importance of both individual and tribal, as well as traditional and modern, property perspectives). At the same time, however, we have to avoid the stereotyping of “what Indians want,” or freezing Indian culture and Indian property at some mythical idea of Indians as they appear in storybooks—communist, anti-property, and naïve. See Rebecca Tsosie, Tribal Environmental Policy in an Era of Self-Determination: The Role of Ethics, Economics, and Traditional Ecological Knowledge, 21 Vt. L. Rev. 225, 270–71 (1996) (emphasizing the importance of avoiding stereotypes or assumptions regarding Indian land values and ethics). At least by evaluating Indian land tenure using existing metrics, it shows that the current
bulwark against government interference); (2) utilitarianism (property rights as an efficient market tool); and (3) human flourishing (property rights as organizing social relationships around resources to achieve a range of human values for all). Under each property framework, Indian land tenure’s current, complex system fails.

1. Individual Rights

Rights theories of ownership conceptualize private property as a reflection of, and protection for, individual rights.264 These theories, most typically associated with Locke, but also typified in many other philosophers’ works, are not premised on any instrumentalist or consequentialist function of property for the collective good. Rather, they are based primarily on pre-political or natural law sources and reflect notions of moral desert.265 In this frame, property rights exist because they protect individual liberty and autonomy.266 If anything, private property rights serve as a buffer between the autonomous individual and the influence and control of the state.

Indian landowners, of course, enjoy no such buffer. Rights-driven accounts of property emphasize an owner’s freedom to possess, manage, use, and receive income from the object of the property; to consume or destroy the asset; and to sell, transfer, and exclude others from it.267 The right to possess one’s own property—and simultaneously exclude others from that possession—is centrally important to this account.268 Alienability is also particularly important, and rules of inalienability are generally highly suspect in these property frameworks.269 Indian landowners can neither alienate their interests nor possess any jointly owned lands without the express, case-by-case approval of the federal government.270 In addition, nearly every other

(largely federally imposed) institutions are not even working under Western property theory’s existing benchmarks.


266. See Waldron, supra note 264, at 38–39.


268. E.g., Thomas W. Merrill, Property and the Right to Exclude, 77 Neb. L. Rev. 730, 730–31 (1998); see also Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419, 436 (1982) (emphasizing property law’s role in protecting an “owner’s expectation that he will be relatively undisturbed at least in the possession of his property”).


270. See supra notes 120–125 and accompanying text.
individual land-use decision is similarly managed by government oversight and control. This is the opposite of individual liberty and autonomous expression. 271

2. Utilitarianism and Information Costs

Utilitarian theories of property focus on the role of private property in maximizing aggregate social welfare, often using economic efficiency as the central metric of success. 272 For example, clear, certain property rights are generally assumed to increase economic efficiency by encouraging secure investment, thereby encouraging productive activity. 273 By internalizing certain externalities, private property is also thought to encourage efficient use of resources. 274

As a factual matter, the land tenure system in Indian country has neither created wealth nor encouraged reasonable resource development. Allotment itself reduced economic outputs in Indian country. 275 Today, the restrictive administrative regime and patchwork jurisdictional framework take the blame for some of the worst and most persistent poverty in the United States in Indian reservations. 276 Economists have repeatedly shown that the trust regime and jurisdictional patchwork cause reduced investment in Indian lands, as compared to neighboring fee properties. 277 And more than half of

271. The stark lack of owner autonomy in Indian trust ownership may make some question whether Indian trust property constitutes private property at all. The U.S. Supreme Court has twice held, however, that individual Indians’ interests in trust lands are constitutionally protected private property rights. See supra note 193 and accompanying text.


273. Related to certainty is the importance of security. For example, Thomas Merrill and Henry Smith have explained that advanced economic issues of concern “exist at the apex of a pyramid, the base of which consists of the security of property rights.” See Merrill & Smith, What Happened, supra note 17, at 398 (footnote omitted).


275. See supra note 36 and accompanying text.


co-owned Indian trust properties are currently idle or generating no income.\textsuperscript{278} Not surprisingly, Indian people continue to suffer from extreme poverty, with low rates of home ownership and a high degree of unemployment, despite widespread land ownership on paper.\textsuperscript{279}

Utilitarian property scholarship also provides insights into the reasons for these inefficiencies and negative outcomes. At least three threads of this literature point to contributing causes: transaction costs generally, information costs specifically, and property-scale issues. First, the addition of a federal administrative layer over every land-use decision and action adds unique transaction costs to any land use in Indian country.\textsuperscript{280} Even where Indian property rights are relatively secure, the federal management role can impede development.\textsuperscript{281} The restrictiveness of the federal trust title, especially as it relates to alienation, limits investment and access to capital in Indian country, because Indian lands are not designed to be used as directly and efficiently as non-Indian fee lands.\textsuperscript{282} This impediment encourages waste of resources.\textsuperscript{283} Trust land is extremely difficult to use as collateral to secure credit, and investors may be wary of the significant additional administrative delays and other transaction costs involved in any land transaction requiring federal agency involvement.

Relatedly, but more specifically, the information costs are enormous for owners and users of Indian land. Professors Thomas Merrill and Henry Smith have argued that, first and foremost, property institutions standardize the rights of owners to most efficiently facilitate transactions with uniform packets of information.\textsuperscript{284} There is a significant information cost in Indian lands, given the uncertainty of how these rights are defined and who governs what. This uncertainty includes not only jurisdictional doubts, but also the fact that the BIA has historically been roundly critiqued for terrible mismanagement and a raging backlog of accounting duties.\textsuperscript{285} In addition, to the extent that tribally defined rights are novel, and current systems require

\textsuperscript{278.} Buy-Back Plan, supra note 18, at 6.

\textsuperscript{279.} See Shoemaker, No Sticks, supra note 124, at 395–99 (summarizing recent data on reservation resource bases compared to communities’ pressing economic, and other, needs).

\textsuperscript{280.} See Miller, supra note 276, at 851–52.

\textsuperscript{281.} See, e.g., Rosser, supra note 36, at 65 & n.19.

\textsuperscript{282.} See Miller, supra note 276, at 841–42, 852 (discussing the lack of credit and capital access because of alienation restraints on the primary asset in land); see also Gavin Clarkson & Alisha Murphy, Tribal Leakage: How the Curse of Trust Land Impedes Tribal Economic Self-Sustainability, 12 J.L. Econ. & Pol’y 177 (2016) (discussing how U.S. policies have produced negative economic conditions in Indian country).

\textsuperscript{283.} See Heller, supra note 160, at 1199 n.174.

\textsuperscript{284.} E.g., Merrill & Smith, Optimal Standardization, supra note 17, at 9–12; Merrill & Smith, What Happened, supra note 17, at 385–88.

\textsuperscript{285.} E.g., David D. Haddock & Robert J. Miller, Can a Sovereign Protect Investors from Itself? Tribal Institutions to Spur Reservation Investment, 8 J. Small & Emerging Bus. L. 173, 213 (2004) (describing a more-than-100-year staff backlog and the “glacial pace of BIA title searches” as a limit on tribal economic development activities).
them to be translated within state-sanctioned systems, this difference creates a new communication cost.\textsuperscript{286}

Finally, private property rights should be ideally scaled to achieve the productive use of resources,\textsuperscript{287} and property institutions should be designed to maintain private property at this usable scale—drifting neither into too-weak regimes, where tragedy-of-the-commons issues emerge,\textsuperscript{288} nor into anticommons tragedies, with the proliferation of too many discrete property rights.\textsuperscript{289} The fractionated status of Indian lands is often cited as an example of an anticommons problem,\textsuperscript{290} and data confirm predictably worsening household incomes, the declines in which are attributed to fractionation.\textsuperscript{291}

3. Human Flourishing

Progressive property theories—perhaps the most difficult metric by which to assess the success of the Indian land tenure system—focus primarily on property’s multi-purposed role in organizing social relationships around the control of resources. Instead of viewing private property exclusively as a bounded area of individual autonomy, or as a social instrument with the singular goal of productive efficiency, progressive theorists focus on property as regulating a complex web of interactions and social relationships.\textsuperscript{292} This approach considers, for example, the relative interconnectedness of neighbors and the impact on the excluded caused by the state’s delegation to a single owner of a private property right to exclude.\textsuperscript{293} This relates to a broader, more pluralistic view of property law’s functions that seeks to achieve not only economically measured “utility,” but also a more encompassing ideal of overall “human flourishing.”\textsuperscript{294}

The central animating idea is that property law organizes individuals’ relationships with each other and with the physical environment and that


\textsuperscript{287}See supra note 198 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{288}Garrett Hardin, \textit{The Tragedy of the Commons}, 162 Sci. 1243, 1244 (1968).

\textsuperscript{289}Heller, \textit{Anticommons}, supra note 25, at 668–69.

\textsuperscript{290}See, e.g., \textit{id.} at 685–87. This may not be a perfect descriptor for the challenge, however, particularly to the extent that individual Indian co-owners’ rights are so limited by a centralized management role of the federal government. See Shoemaker, \textit{No Sticks}, supra note 124, at 387.

\textsuperscript{291}Russ & Stratmann, supra note 178, at 2–3.


the ends to be balanced in designing these systems are multifaceted, conflicting, and pluralistic.295 Through this broad notion of property law’s function, we recognize and enforce who has access to what resources; who is “in” and who is “out” in defined physical spaces; and how we collectively understand our relationships to the world.296 Our choices within this complex system of property, then, are “extremely fundamental to the structure of human societies as going concerns.”297 Professor Joseph Singer, in particular, has argued that property is a political institution, and that it must be situated as such to facilitate robust and egalitarian democratic engagement in the political process—or, to paraphrase Professor Singer, to create a world where all human beings are treated with equal dignity and respect.298

One of the most striking things about U.S. Indian policy is its shaping of indigenous communities in a top-down, decidedly undemocratic way. Allotment, for example, replaced the traditional tribal role of defining these legal and social relationships through indigenous property understandings with a single, top-down federal form of land tenure.299

The predominantly top-down federal land tenure regime that persists today continues to impact not only Indian landowners, but also tribal sovereignty in many of the same inflexible ways. Just as indigenous nations historically had their own diverse land tenure systems and property institutions, many Native scholars continue to emphasize the unique modern relationship with the land that persists in many American Indian communities today.300 Before European contact, indigenous nations had many various land tenure systems.301 The nomadic tribes where systems were based on shifting hunting territories typically had temporary use rights.302 Farming tribes that


296. See A. Irving Hallowell, The Nature and Function of Property as a Social Institution, 1 J. Legal & Pol. Soc. 115, 120 (1943) (discussing how property rights not only benefit owners, but also directly impact the non-owners, and concluding that “[p]roperty is a social institution because, like other institutions, it structuralizes human relations in order that certain ends may be achieved”).

297. Id. at 133 (“Consequently, property rights are not only an integral part of economic organization of any society; they are likewise a coordinating factor in the functioning of the social order as a whole.”); see also Peter M. Gerhart, Property Law and Social Morality 3 (2014) (“A society is known by its property system because a society’s property system expresses society’s values about the distribution and use of its resources.”).

298. Joseph William Singer, Essay, Democratic Estates: Property Law in a Free and Democratic Society, 94 Cornell L. Rev. 1009, 1051–52 (2009). Given its pluralistic foundations, it is unsurprising that this progressive property school has not settled on a clear definition of what those values include, how to measure them, or even how to talk about them. See generally Rosser, supra note 26, at 115–26 (describing varying theories that fit under progressive property).

299. See supra notes 29–32 and accompanying text.

300. See supra note 39 and accompanying text.

301. See generally Bobroff, supra note 27, at 1571–94 (presenting an overview of the “myriad different property systems, varying widely by culture, resources, geography, and historical period” of indigenous tribes).

302. Id. at 1592.
were more settled often had more established guarantees of individual possession.\textsuperscript{303} In many indigenous cultures, however, land has a fully different concept.\textsuperscript{304} Thus, how we define legal rights to land is critically important—economically, but also socially and culturally.\textsuperscript{305} Our systems of land tenure shape many other dimensions of human life: distributions of economic entitlements, access to shelter and spaces for sustenance, and inclusion or exclusion from community life.\textsuperscript{306} In indigenous communities, land and place are often particularly intertwined with religion and culture and even identity as a “people.”\textsuperscript{307} How we understand “the land”—our land ethic—also shapes many other decisions. Are we stewards of a sacred place? Is the land our responsibility to develop? Are resources fungible commodities we should use before we lose?\textsuperscript{308} In this way, property law communicates social values.

Under this account of Indian land tenure, the central problem is the completely dysfunctional governance systems that created this property regime. Tribes do not truly communicate their land ethics or organize social relations through the mess of jurisdictional checkerboards, emulsions, and property-versus-sovereignty stratifications.\textsuperscript{309} Instead, the system perpetuates a high degree of federal control and, in areas of uncertainty, sovereign-to-sovereign animosity and land-use-related jurisdictional conflict.\textsuperscript{310}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[303.] Id. at 1593–94.
\item[304.] E.g., Winona LaDuke, 2012 Dodge Lecture: Food Sovereignty, Biopiracy, and the Future, YouTube (Apr. 26, 2012), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Un1hx-n5Pcc [https://perma.cc/9TBG-BUW6] (finding significance in the different world views of Ojibwe citizens, whose calendar is marked by seasonal changes to the land, and non-Indian U.S. citizens, whose calendar is marked by months named after Roman emperors bent on acquisition and colonialism).
\item[305.] As just one example, Professor Underkuffler has noted how we are much more willing to assert redistributed claims to money than we are to land. Laura S. Underkuffler, The Idea of Property: Its Meaning and Power 121 (2003); see also Rosser, supra note 26, at 151 n.283 (discussing the same).
\item[306.] See Joseph William Singer, Titles of Nobility: Poverty, Immigration, and Property in a Free and Democratic Society, 1 J. L. Prof. & Soc’y 1, 1 (2014) (emphasizing the relationship between one person’s right to exclude and another person’s right to find a place to sleep).
\item[307.] E.g., Kristen A. Carpenter, Real Property and Peoplehood, 27 Stan. Envtl. L.J. 313, 348–55 (2008) (describing the connection between sacred spaces and Indian peoplehood). Professor Carpenter sums this concept up succinctly in the epigraph to her article: “When this place is destroyed, the Cherokee people cease to exist as a people.” Id. at 315 (quoting Brian Edward Brown, Religion, Law, and the Land: Native Americans and the Judicial Interpretation of Sacred Land 15 (1999)); see also Tsosie, supra note 39.
\item[308.] For a broad overview of ethics and land use, see Timothy Beatley, Ethical Land Use (1994).
\item[309.] See Riley & Carpenter, supra note 39, at 880 (quoting Principal Chief Wilma Mankiller of the Cherokee Nation’s statement that federal Indian land policies, including allotment, “profoundly altered our sense of community and our social structure” (quoting Mishuana Goeman, Land as Life: Unsettling the Logics of Containment, in Native Studies Keywords 71, 79 (Stephanie Nohelani Teves et al. eds., 2015))).
\item[310.] See Webster, supra note 131, at 10, 16 (reflecting on the pattern of inter-governmental land-use conflict, but still expressing optimism for a more cooperative future).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
One of the founding figures of the progressive property school, Morris Cohen, argued that modern property rights are delegations of state sovereign authority to private individuals, who receive rights good against the world.311 As such, allocations, distributions, and definitions of individual property rights must be justified by the same sense of morality and public good that any direct state action would require.312 It is striking how much of Indian land tenure is divorced from this central tenet. Indian property rights are not allocated to reflect sovereign values. Rather, Indian property rights are somehow used to allocate jurisdictional rights between sovereigns. This topsy-turvy reversal of how property and sovereignty typically work does not achieve broad-based flourishing, reflective of indigenous social values, in Indian communities. Even more troubling, Indian people, who are uniquely subject to this perverse system, are certainly not treated as human beings entitled to the equal dignity and respect they deserve.313

B. Stated Reasons for Persistence

Although Indian land tenure rather clearly fails to achieve the goals of any of the prevailing justifications for property law, the reality is that many tribes and Indian landowners still seek to preserve various aspects of the current system. Indeed, even apart from the presence or persuasiveness of any of its supporters, the system persists. This Section begins to explore why, identifying four specialized justifications often offered to justify at least portions of the modern tenure framework. It closes with my own analysis of additional, less-touted reasons for the system’s persistence.

1. Tribal Jurisdiction

Because all of the existing jurisdictional frameworks within Indian country draw such a firm jurisdictional divide between trust and fee properties, the trust status is at least seen as a critical buffer for preserving tribal jurisdiction. The trust status clearly excludes state authority over most aspects of trust land management. 314 States generally have no authority to define property rights to Indian trust lands.315 States also have no rights to

311. See Cohen, supra note 87, at 9–11.
312. See id. at 21–23.
313. For a compelling discussion of the relationship between property institutions and the values of human dignity, equality, and respect, see, for example, Singer, supra note 298, at 1053–55, 1061-62.
314. See supra notes 67–72 and accompanying text.
tax trust property\textsuperscript{316} or, under current Department of the Interior regulations, to tax any improvements or activities authorized on Indian lands by a federally approved lease instrument, even if the lessee is non-Indian.\textsuperscript{317} This protection from state incursions is one of few relatively clear jurisdictional rules in Indian country.

Thus, when threats to the trust status are perceived, Indian representatives often protest and express a collective desire to preserve the trust status, primarily because of the categorical protection it provides from most state jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{318} Indeed, tribes often seek to have more land taken into trust.\textsuperscript{319} In addition, when the Indian Law Resource Center ("ILRC"), with the support of the Indian Land Tenure Foundation, set out its proposals for what Indian land tenure \textit{ought} to look like, the ILRC did not propose changing Native allottees' property rights, arguing that Native lands should remain "untaxable" and "inalienable," and generally providing that "Native land would continue to be held in trust so long as the Native owner wished it to be in trust."\textsuperscript{320}

But it is circular and unsatisfying to say that one part of the entire complex tenure framework (i.e., trust status) is supported because the rest of the complex framework requires it (i.e., defining jurisdiction by property ownership). In addition, given the extent of federal control over trust properties, the degree to which tribes are actually able to assert sovereignty—at least as to land-related issues and property law itself—is often limited. In narrow cases, like Indian gaming, land generally must be in trust for tribes to operate certain gaming enterprises on it.\textsuperscript{321} But beyond these narrow examples and benefits, ironically, trust status preserves some protection from state jurisdiction, yet leaves very little actual tribal jurisdiction over the property itself.\textsuperscript{322}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{317} 25 C.F.R. § 162.017 (2016); see also supra note 231 and accompanying text.
\bibitem{320} INDIAN LAW RES. CRT., NATIVE LAND LAW § 1.1, at 7 (2016) [hereinafter NATIVE LAND LAW].
\bibitem{322} See, e.g., supra notes 129–130 and accompanying text.
\end{thebibliography}
To be fair, the ILRC does argue for “far greater freedom, with far less federal interference, with greater certainty about their ownership and control over their lands and resources.” This would include clear “governmental authority over allotted lands owned by Indian or Native persons within the reservation or subject to the jurisdiction of the Native government.” In addition, several scholars and Indian advocates have argued for other changes to the trust regime that would increase tribal autonomy over Indian lands, with necessary protections to ensure tribal jurisdiction and tribal taxing power over the land. Some legislation to this effect has been proposed, but never passed. There have also been many general calls for a return to the original territorial definitions of Indian tribal sovereignty.

Nonetheless, when threats to the trust status are perceived, Indian representatives at present often protest and express a collective desire to preserve at least the status quo. In the face of several bad alternatives in the current, complex federal–state–tribal jurisdictional morass, trust status at least provides some “not state” certainty, which Indian interests often prefer.

2. Land Preservation

Another related benefit of the trust status is the importance of the anti-alienation rules for land preservation. Given the centrality of Indian ownership for preserving any tribal jurisdiction under existing frameworks, and the history of dramatic land loss that occurred upon past removal of the trust restrictions on original allottees’ titles, many advocates sanction the anti-alienation rules of the trust status because of the land preservation benefits. In fact, one important theme in the adverse reaction to the ILCA amendments enacted in 2000 was a tribal consensus of a collective “desire to preserve the trust status of existing allotments on Indian lands” and to avoid more land loss out of the trust land base.

Recent empirical work confirms, however, that the current tenure patterns do not work for this purpose. In many cases, more land goes out of, rather than into, trust status in the current system on an ongoing basis by virtue of the general rule that non-Indians may not hold land in trust. To
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remove land from trust, the property merely needs to pass to a non-Indian owner. When an Indian purchases fee property within reservation boundaries, it remains in fee status until that owner formally requests that the Department of the Interior take the land into trust, and the Department of the Interior acts positively on that application.331 To acquire new land into trust, an Indian owner must undertake an extensive federal review process and meet specific, complicated, and discretionary federal requirements.332

Even if the purpose of land preservation were more effective and grounded in empirical reality, it could not account for all of the complexities inherent in the system. If anything, this function is tied to rules governing alienation to non-Indians, or perhaps non-member Indians (and the potential ensuing jurisdictional shifts), alone.

3. Federal Trust Responsibility

A third justification for the current framework is fairness and the responsibilities associated with the federal government’s role as “trustee” over Indian trust lands. On one level, there is the practical reality that the federal trust status provides important record-keeping and administrative support, as well as clear state tax exemption, which is especially important for owners of tiny interests in fractionated allotments.333 There is an extensive literature establishing that federal land policies, from allotment to today, have caused and exacerbated the fractionation of Indian trust lands.334 In fact, the federal government has acknowledged this fact.335 It would be vastly unfair—and impractical—to immediately impose all of these expenses directly on individual landowners or the tribes themselves, especially without tribal consent and substantial federal financial, and other, support for such a transition. As a practical matter, some federal administrative support will remain essential for the immediate future.

More difficult, however, is defining exactly what other obligations flow from the fact that the federal government holds Indian lands “in trust” for Indian landowners. Through recent Supreme Court decisions, the federal government has increasingly narrowed what, specifically, its “trust responsibility” requires it to provide Indian citizens and nations.336 There is a history in some early cases, however, of a high level of care being required in the
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management of Indian trust assets. Indeed, the BIA’s own rationale for recent regulatory action limiting Indian landowners’ own use and possession rights, and increasing its federal regulatory role in mandating fair-market-value rental payments even from active co-owners for the benefit of passive and absentee landowners, seems largely rooted in a sense of its trust obligation to all landowners. Even in the face of tribal objections about the feasibility and desirability of this strict fair-market-value requirement for all Indian land uses; even with the burden of an additional formal appraisal process; and even in light of pressing on-the-ground Indian housing needs, the Department of the Interior was unmoved.

Certainly, there is significant debate in Indian country about what the federal government’s trust obligations are and should be. There is at least a healthy dose of skepticism, however, among some about using the trust responsibility to perpetuate what is seen as a paternalistic federal trust structure, and an associated implication of Indian incompetence, rather than using the federal trust relationship as a true platform for indigenous self-governance and self-determination.

4. Protecting Non-Indian Landowners

Finally, the rationale for the disparate jurisdictional treatment of non-Indian fee land and Indian-owned properties is also couched in the concern about the extra-constitutionality of Indian tribes and the “foreignness” of tribal law as applied to non-Indians in particular. Concern over subjecting non-Indian landowners to tribal jurisdiction always limits calls for greater
tribal jurisdiction within tribal territories.341 Ironically, of course, this same concern holds little weight when tribal law routinely applies to non-member Indians who are often similarly disenfranchised from the resident tribal government.342

This general concern has already been discussed, but it is also worth noting that possible middle grounds could exist. For example, historically many tribes had traditions of adult adoption or naturalization for biologically non-Indian citizens who became a part of the Indian community; it is federal law that is understood to prohibit a similar citizenship path today.343 Other ideas have focused on creating a form of political, but not necessarily cultural or spiritual, enfranchisement in tribes as political institutions for non-Indians (or non-member Indians, for that matter). For example, a recent reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act extended tribal jurisdiction over non-Indian defendants for certain domestic violence charges, but only if certain protections—including, notably, the right for resident non-Indians to serve on juries—were in place in tribal criminal courts.344 Some tribes understandably respond to these citizenship-criteria reform ideas with worry about diluting or changing tribal identity.345 Likewise, Congress might respond to these concerns by instead ensuring greater federal protections for non-Indian landowners subject to tribal jurisdiction, including, for example, creating a cause of action for federal review of any civil rights claims against tribal governments arising out of property regulation. Certainly, though, this kind of abrogation of tribal sovereign immunity and addition to the federal courts’ caseload is also not without peril and would warrant further analysis.

C. Undercurrents: Complexity, Justice, Racism, and Doubt

Perhaps most troubling about this entire account is the novelty of the discussion. In literature on legal complexity, one of the greatest risks often cited of too much complexity is a concern for a system-wide loss of democratic legitimacy.346 What does it tell us about Indian land tenure if we have
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not, to date, fully questioned the risk of future illegitimacy in a system that cannot be fully accounted for by any property or Indian law rationale?

Complexity has an obscuring, shadowing effect. Indian land tenure is so complex that it has been difficult to see all the intricacies happening on the inside. We also have a tendency to want to brush off the nuances as acceptable idiosyncrasies of Indian law: “That’s just Indian law. It’s different.”

But we must also explore whether it is more than this. We cannot escape that much of the current land tenure framework is a direct product of the history of the trust status itself being imposed based on the federally determined needs of the then-deemed “incompetent” Indian allottees. This is part of a long history of racism and paternalism in federal Indian law. Many argue that, just as racism drove colonial assumptions of power over indigenous people in this country, the same racist ideas pervade many aspects of modern Indian law.347

This happens at a meta-level: Indian landowners do not receive the same rights and protections as non-Indians, and tribal governments are presumed more suspect than states.348 Indeed, who even qualifies as Indian under federal law requires, by virtue of federal law, a blood-based determination of Indian-ness.349 The baseline presumption of individual Indian landowners’ incompetency to manage their own affairs, and tribal governments’ incapacity to fairly and equitably govern, persists and quietly informs much of Indian land tenure today. These biases are implicit and entrenched, separate from the explicit justification for the current tenure system. Indeed, much of the system is propagated by forces seemingly beyond any single decisionmaker’s control—the same way the cycle of complexity seems to perpetuate itself.350

However, to the extent that racism—or colonialism, or other suspect forms of unspoken doubt—exacerbates the shadowing effects of complexity in this particular field, and the pervasive invisibility of these fundamental concerns, it provides yet another reason to pay more urgent attention to revisiting the system’s design for the future.

V. Managing for the Future

In many retellings, the most difficult part of European colonization was the overall inflexibility of choices left for American Indian people, including within this federally imposed land tenure system.351 Professor Joseph Singer
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has argued that, if we accept today that initial colonization of this continent at the expense of indigenous peoples and Indian nations was a moral wrong, then the very least we can do is stop perpetuating the colonization process now. Yet this careful study of the modern institutions of Indian land tenure reveals that we have not truly stopped this top-down limitation of indigenous choices. To the contrary, the current federally imposed land tenure system does much of this same colonizing (choice-limiting) work but more discretely, now shadowed in the overarching complexity of an infrastructure that promotes invisibility and ignorance. Indian people still suffer from very little true flexibility of choice.

Assessing the complex property and sovereignty interactions in Indian country goes a long way toward a deeper understanding of the land tenure challenge and, ultimately, better solutions. Both landowners and tribal governments need a unified governance structure within reservation territories that achieves a fairly and democratically derived set of property purposes—be it individual autonomy, efficient use of resources, respect for Indian sacred spaces and cultural values, or other ideals of a pluralistic civil society. This kind of coherent, localized (and tribally controlled) property system fundamentally comports with current national policy that seeks to promote tribal self-determination. Empirical evidence also indicates that supporting tribal sovereignty is the best way to achieve improved social welfare outcomes in Indian communities. But perhaps most interestingly for this purpose, the work of complexity theorists also supports an understanding of the fundamental importance of creating space for reservation-level flexibility, innovation, and space-by-space adaptation—in other words, the importance of choice.

Creating more robust, tribally defined reservation property systems is a challenge. Property systems, in general, need stability. In addition, tribal governments cannot simply reinvent, much less implement, a whole new property system overnight. And many of the forces that add to Indian land tenure’s complexity—including, predominantly, the on-reservation presence of non-Indian landowners who are not citizens of tribal governments and the pervasive co-ownership patterns in many trust allotments—remain in place. This Part sketches out initial thoughts on responses to these challenges. The first Section explores how the science of complex, adaptive systems confirms that effective change in these types of systems happens best by facilitating a gradual cascade of bottom-up transformative steps. This, in theory, confirms the need for more local, tribal control. The second Section shares early thoughts on how to create this flexible space for iterative, adaptive experimentation and change at the reservation level. Ultimately, the core problem of micro-categorizing tiny, unpredictably interacting property and sovereignty interests in Indian country does not require more top-down
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tinkering by the federal government—instead, it requires a complete resetting of system dynamics. More work on specific strategies is still necessary, but this Part lays the critical foundations.

A. Science of Reform and Revolt

Scientists who study adaptive change in complex systems—particularly ecological and social systems—agree that perfect prediction of future outcomes in complex systems is impossible. In complexity theory, the key is not to try to eliminate complexity or to control it; rather, the focus is on better management to achieve more desired normative purposes from the interactions within the system itself. Professor Scott Page, for example, has argued that, because complexity is irreducible in some sense, the task is really to “channel complexity to domains where it can be handled effectively.” In Indian land tenure, especially, this means more democratic and flexible reservation-by-reservation land tenure experimentation and choice.

Additional work by Professors C. S. Holling and Lance H. Gunderson, both ecologists, helps illustrate how this channeling task might occur, and why it matters. Holling, Gunderson, and their colleagues have posited a “panarchy” vision of adaptive change that informs how we can better manage to reach a normatively desirable transformation in an otherwise unpredictable environment. According to Holling, complex systems operate not as one monolithic “thing,” but, rather, as a series of nested subsystems that influence each other in unpredictable and cascading ways. In a well-adapted system, whether naturally occurring or socially constructed, resilience is built into the structures of how one choice or action interacts across this larger series of nested systems and on multiple scales. At the “small, fast,” local level, there is greater flexibility for experimentation—or “revolt”—with various quickly deployed responses to external changes and a relatively low cost of failure. These local actions are tempered to some degree, however, by the stability, or “memory,” of “large, slow,” higher-level institutions that change more gradually and ensure overall system
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stability. Over time, as more local “small, fast” changes cascade up to inform higher-level institutions, more permanent, “large, slow” institutional change occurs. In property terms, this describes, for example, how more localized customs and social norms, like informal arrangements among close-knit, cooperating stakeholders, can react quickly to change and experiment with various adaptive responses. If successful, these experiments may cascade to inform higher-level property law changes—be it in the common law, or through statutory, or even constitutional, reforms—over time. These local-level experiments in actual resource uses are simultaneously stabilized by these higher-level, more permanent institutions, like constitutional property protections. Existing legal and economic observations about how property institutions and regimes have actually changed over time also emphasize the value of this kind of bottom-up method of initial experimentation and organization, combined with more gradual and stabilizing, formal legal change.

In some instances, however, complex systems become maladapted, or get stuck in ways that prevent the kind of essential, bottom-up cascade of iterative adaptation and flexible change. Human-designed systems are at least equally, if not more, likely to fall into one of these traps. For example, many views of regulatory and administrative legal regimes reveal a pattern of some initial policy success followed by increasing agency rigidity, which stifles adaptation and can lead to crisis. Legal theorists, including Professor J.B. Ruhl, have picked up on these signals and related themes and explored options for law and regulation to take a more flexible and adaptive approach to management. This kind of flexible regulation—with ongoing monitoring and decisionmaking adjustments to respond to unpredicted
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ripple effects in system-level change—is ill-fitted to most existing legal structures, which prefer, for example, reductionist and prescriptive rulemaking. The law is much better at announcing blunt, forward-looking prescriptions. These top-down prescriptive efforts to rigidly control complex systems routinely fail, however, precisely because of the unpredictability of all system interactions. Making the law more functionally adaptive requires, in some cases, making it less rigid and more messy in ways that contradict most legal reformers’ initial reactions.

Holling in particular has made clear that discussions about panarchy and complex system adaptation may be best viewed metaphorically in many cases, and my intent here is not to take any analogy or scientific comparison too far. But with respect to Indian land tenure, many of these themes simply make sense. Many recent federal Indian land reforms have followed a rigid, highly prescriptive, top-down approach, even when articulating a desire to promote tribal sovereignty. The hypercategorization of property and sovereignty interests in recent reforms is a fine example. In addition, recent special statutes have sought to acknowledge tribal rights to implement binding agricultural resource-management plans on Indian trust lands, to pass tribal probate codes that dictate disposition of trust assets after an Indian landowner’s death, and to more flexibly lease tribal trust lands without case-by-case secretarial approval. These rights, however, are all limited by the Department of the Interior’s threshold approval process and the risk of federal preemption.
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Even more problematic, these and other similar efforts—though likely well intentioned as iterative endeavors to increase tribal capacity—also require prescriptive rulemaking by the tribe in order to participate (so that the Department of the Interior has regulations to preapprove). But this limits the actual iterative and adaptive work of experimentation, impeding a more natural evolution of tribal law. There remains little room for ongoing flexibility on the ground, insufficient space for iterative experimentation and norm development, and over-restriction in the range of choices deemed acceptable.

Complexity theory confirms that rigid, top-down reforms in this context will not achieve the desired flexibility of locally adaptive change—more seismic reorientation is required.

B. Iterative Adaptation and Change

Instead, complexity theory compels us to think about how Indian land tenure can be rebalanced to permit the kind of “small, fast,” local-level experimentation that will grow local property norms, rebuild tribal capacity in willing tribal governments, and ultimately support rational change in the “large, slow” institutions of land tenure and jurisdiction in Indian country. The process of making Indian property law more adaptive—more in the spirit of tribal sovereignty, in line with self-determination goals, and consistent with an indigenous land ethic—must itself be implemented in an iterative (and adaptive) way. This requires participatory local processes to define the problem, set tribal community objectives, assess the land tenure baseline, and formulate models of reform that are iteratively tested as they are deployed.

Although this must be a ground-up process, the federal government has to support the effort—both structurally and practically. There is intense tension here. The federal government’s job should be to find and support space for actual landowner flexibility and genuine tribal control, not to prescribe substantively what that exercise of authority in those spaces should look like.
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The central goal of system redesign should be to identify, and then support, the best “small, fast” local spaces for experimentation, where the costs of informal efforts are low, and failure is relatively inexpensive. Wholesale land tenure system reform will require an iterative process of increasing tribal control in evolutionary stages. For example, tribal control and autonomy within trust and Indian-owned fee properties, where it is already strongest, should come first. Then, with confidence and more capacity, tribes might assert greater authority over undivided fee interests within emulsified properties or other closely related non-Indian fee owners. A territorial solution through federal recognition of tribal sovereignty over all reservation property interests, regardless of owner status—just like real property jurisdiction outside Indian country—would be the final step. In the short term, however, the priority should be taking the initial, experimental steps that, as part of this complex system, will cascade up. These steps can ultimately inform the rational evolution of a new property system that reflects current reservation communities’ needs, while eliminating many of the current system’s unfortunate complexity costs.

There may be many possible places where this kind of “small, fast” adaptation may be best promoted. This Article collects three sample suggestions to start.

**Functional Co-Ownership.** Instead of focusing so intently on consolidation for its own sake, a tribal property system may desire more attention to the core functionality of land ownership, even in a shared status. For example, recognizing tribal authority to define and regulate Indian co-owners’ use and possession rights to their own properties could inject critical informality and flexibility into reservation land use. Tribal rules could incentivize owners’ active engagement with their lands and free these lands—currently, mostly idle—from the federal bureaucracy that often requires formal leasing, possibly at the expense of other higher community ideals. This co-owner flexibility would provide one ideal platform for more “small, fast” experimentation with reservation land use.

---
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**Active Leasing Programs.** Relatively, even if the Department of the Interior persists in reading its trust responsibility to require robust BIA protection of absentee owners by its formal leasing program, there is room for reform. For example, simply modifying the co-owner consent requirements in the BIA’s leasing program to require a majority of the active, participating landowners who actually engage in the leasing process—as opposed to the BIA simply voting for the monetary bottom line in place of the absentee, inactive landowners—would adjust incentives in favor of active owner use. These actual landowner decisions, in turn, can inform further change up the chain.381

**Liberalized Trust Transfers Among Tribal Citizens.** Finally, tribes might also consider advocating for freer, Indian-to-Indian trust land transactions. Removing or reducing the Department of the Interior’s oversight of Indian-to-Indian trust transfers could go a long way toward creating at least an internal market for Indian land—with no negative impact on the Department of the Interior’s larger objectives of preserving the trust corpus, preventing Indian land loss, and ultimately encouraging tribal self-determination. Freer Indian-to-Indian land transfers could also help expand tribal property laws to govern the course of these transactions, including prohibitions on any fraudulent or otherwise undesirable transfers. This approach would leave the Secretary of the Interior’s administrative duties for these lands—from record-keeping to lease-income distribution—firmly in place, reducing the overall cost of such a change on tribal governments.382

**Conclusion**

Indian land tenure is the inverse of what a property system should be. Complex systems naturally and effectively adapt through cycles of local-level experimentation and reform stabilized by the security of higher-level, more-constant institutions. The system of Indian land tenure, however, is characterized by a pattern of top-down federal reforms that trap individual landowners in a rigid, yet paradoxically uncertain and expensive, world of perverse incentives and bureaucratic control. Property means more than this. Property law should reflect our highest values, including human dignity, liberty, and meaningful political, economic, and social engagement. In many cases, Indian land tenure has rendered Indian trust property merely a paper asset, removing Indian landowners from a relationship with real land

---
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in a more meaningful way. Relaxing the federal grip and reorienting reforms toward genuine flexibility of local choice could, finally, make Indian property law transformative in a positive way.